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PUBLISHER’S PREFACE.
To assnnip that the opponents of the secret orders

must he enemies of the members of those orders would
he as far from the truth as to assert that temperance
people are the foes of the drunkard. The former are

opposed to the soul-slavery of the secret lodge as the
latt<u’ are to the l)ondage of strong drink.

While the power of both of these evils is hidden
from their victims, the curse of intemperance is now
universally conceded by the Christian public, but the

danger from the "Secret Empire " has been in a great
measure so concealed as to deceive the masses.

Through the mercy of God the mask has been torn
off, and the character of the leading secret societies of
this countiy may now be known by all who will read

the evidence.

Though many stand paralyzed before their terrible

power, it is encouraging to note that the official statis-

tics of the two leading secret orders show a steady de-

crease ill membership, proving that diffusing informa-
tion by means of rituals of the orders, lectures, ser-

mons and the circulation of the Christian Cipiosure
and other reform journals is an effective check to the

growth of these dark orders.

The object sought in here giving the Signs, Grips,
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Passwords, etc., of some of these orders is not merely

to gratify idle curiosity, but to call the attention of the

public to the fact that for a small sum they may each

secure the rituals of these orders and see for themselves

their true character.

The proof of the correctness of these rituals is over-

whelming, and their accuracy has been acknowledged

by hundreds of adhering members of these orders.

Afidavits concerning the Masonic ritual are here

given as an illustration of the great pains taken to have

the “ work ” of the orders faultless.

For price-list of these rituals see catalogue in the

back of this volume.

That universal knowledge concerning these secret

orders would prove their death is well known to their

managers; and Albert Gr. Mackey, the leading Masonic

writer of this century, confesses this in the following

words

;

“ Freemasonry as a secret association has lived un-

changed for centuries—as an open society it would not

last for as many years.”—i¥acA;ey's Masonic Jnrisprn-

dence, p. 37.
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AFFIDAVITS

Legal attestation, by Past Master J. O, Doesburg, Senior Warden Frank
Slooter, and John Hoek, Sr. that Freemasonry is accurately revealed, in

‘‘Freemasonry Illustrated.”

State of Michigan,
[

County of Ottaioa.
\

Jiicob 0. Doesburg, of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan,
being duly sworn, deposetli and saith, that he has been a
member of tlie society called Freemasons, and that he took
in due form the Masonic degrees of Entered Apprentice,
Fellow Craft and Master Mason, in Grand Haven Lodge, No.
139, F. and A. M., in the year 1804, at Grand Haven, Michigan

;

and the degrees of Mark Master, Past Master, Most Excellent
Master and Koyal Arch, in Grand Kapids Chapter, No. 7,

Grand Eapids, Michigan, and that he is thoroughly familiar

with the said Masonic degrees.

And this deponent further saith, that he was a charter

member of Lniity Lodge, No. 191, F. and A. M., Holland,
Michigan, and for the years 1869 and 1870 presided as Wor-
shipful Master of said Unity Lodge, No. 191, F. and A. M.

And this deponent further saith that he has very care-

fully revised the book entitled “ Freemasonry Illustrated,”

published Ijy Ezra A. Cook & Co., of Chicago, Illinois, and
that said book contains a strictly accurate and complete
statement and description of the entire ritual, ceremonies,
signs and grips and other “ secrets ” of the first seven degrees

of Freemasonry.
And this deponent further saith that the first three de-

grees are given in “ Freemasonry Illustrated ” precisely the
same as he conferred them, when AForshipful Master of

Unity Lodge, No. 191, F. and A. M., and the same as he has
seen them conferred in many other Masonic lodges, and on a

careful comparison, he finds that the ritual and ceremonies
given in “ Freemasonry Illustrated” are precisely the same
as given in a Key to the AVorshipful Master of Unity Lodge,

No. 191, F. and A, M., by the late Stillman Blanchard, Grand
A^isitor and Lecturer for the Grand Lodge of Michigan, at

Holland, Michigan, in the year 1867.

And this deponent further saith, that this Key was writ-

ten almost entire in his own handwriting, the remainder by
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George Lauder, first tVorshipful Master of said Unity
Lodge, No. 191, F. and A. M., and that, when finished, after

careful revising and comparing with the official Key of the

Grand Lodge of the State of Michigan, this Key was pro-

nounced perfect ; and that the following official certificate

was then written in said Key:
“ IIoLi.AND, Mich., May 27, A. L. 5807.

“1 have this day with Bro. Geo. Lauder and Bro. J. O.

Doesburg carefully examined the foregoing cypher, in the
lectures of the three first degrees of Masonry, by the State

Key, and find that they are enabled to i-ead the same with
perfect accuracy.

[Signed.] “ S. BLANCHARD,
O. Vis. and Lee!'

And this deponent further saith, that each candidate,

no matter what may be his social position, is obliged to sub-

mit to the degrading ceremonies, described in “Freemasonry
Illustrated,” consisting in the first or Entered Apprentice
degree of stripping the candidate to his shirt and drawers,
and exchanging his drawers for a pair furnished him by the
lodge, which fasten with strings

;
the left leg of them rolled

up above the knee, the left foot bare, left breast bare, and a
sliy-shod slipper on his right foot, a hoodwink over his eyes,

anci a small rope, called a cable-tow, once around his neck ; in

the second, or Fellow Craft’s degree, prepared the same, ex-

cept the right foot, leg and breast are bare, and the cable-tow
is t vice around the naked right arm, above the elbow

;
in the

third, or Master Mason’s degree both feet, legs and breasts

are bare, and the cable-tow three times around his body,
hoodwinked as before. His shirt is often taken off entirely

in the third degree, and is turned around in either degree
when it does not open in front. In each degree a horrible

oath is taken
;
the penalty in the first degree being cutting

the throat and tearing out the tongue, in the second the

breast torn open and heart plucked out, in the third, his body
severed in twain and his bowels taken from thence and burn-
ed to ashes. In the third or Master Mason’s degree they pre-

tend to murder the candidate, bury him, and after fifteen

days raise him to life on the “ five points of fellowship.”

In each of the Chapter degrees similar murderous oaths
are taken. In the first Chapter degree, which is the fourth

degree of Masonry, entitled Mark Master’s degree, the candi-

tate is in his shirt sleeves, both sleeves rolled up above the
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elbows, a cable-tow four times around his body, no hoodwink;

in the Past Master’s degree there is no special preparation,*

in tlie Most Excellent Master’s degree has a cable-tow six

time's around his body, but no hoodwink ;
in the Royal Arch

degree, three and only three are initiated at once, have coats

off, are hoodwinked and are connected by a long cabledow,

wound seven times around the body of each. The conductor

of the candidates personates Moses, and a man the Almighty

at the burning hush; the miracles of Closes before Pharaoh

are mimicked and also the dedication of the second temple at

Jerusalem, and they pretend to find tlie Ark of the Covenant

in an underground archill the rubbish of Solomon’s temple.

The lodge room is termed the Tabernacle, the highest officer

the High Priest ;
the second, King ;

the third Scribe ; the fourth,

Captain of the Host. The pretended ineffable name of God
is given as the Grand Omnific or Royal Arch word.

And this deponent further saith that the signs, grips,

words and passes, ritual and ceremonies, in general practice

in Masonic lodges throughout the United States are substan-

tially the same, the “icorA:” given in “ Freemasonry Illustrated”

being exactly as is practiced in lodges throughout the State

of Michigan. JACOB O. DOESBURG.
State of Michigan, )

County of Ottawa. ^

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 21st day of Oc-

tober, A.D. 1879.

[seal.] ISAAC FAIRBAKKS.
Notary Public in andfor Ottawa county, Mich.

State of Michigan, \

County of Ottawa,
j

Frank Slooter, of Holland, Ottawa county, Mich., being

duly sworn, deposeth and saith, that he has been a member
of the society of Freemasons, and that he took in due form

the degrees of Entered Apprentice, Fellow Craft and Master

Mason, in Unity Lodge, Ko. 191, F . and A. M., Holland, Mich.,

and this deponent further saith, that he has been Junior and

Senior Warden of said Unity Lodge, Xo. 191, F. and A. M.,

and that he is thoroughly fa miliar with the three first degrees

of Masonry, and that he is intimately acquainted with Past

Master Jacob O. Doesburg, and that he has many times seen

the said Jacob O. Doesburg confer the said three degrees in

Unity Lodge, Xo. 191, F. and A. M., and that after a careful
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examination of the proof sheets of a book entitled “ Free-

masonry Illustrated/’ published by Ezra A. Cook & Co., of

Chicago, 111., he linds the same to contain a perfect and com-
plete description and accurate statement of the three first

degrees of Freemasonry, as is worked in every lodge in the

State of Michigan, in conformity to the Grand Lodge Key,

and substantially tlie same throughout the United States.

And this deponent further saith that the Key made use

of for this exposition is the identical official Key, which he

has often used himself officially as Senior AVarden of Unity
Lodge, Xo. 101, F. and A. M. FRAXK SLOOTER.

Sworn and subscrib(‘d before me this 30th day of Octo-

ber, A. I). 1870. J AMES TEX EYCK,
Justice of the Peace in andfor Ottawa county, Mich.

State of Miciiigax, (

County of Ottawa.
)

John Hoek, Senior, of Laketown, Allegan county, Mich.,

being duly sworn, deposeth and saith, that he has been

a member of the society of Freemasons, and that he took in

due form the degrees of Entered Apprentice, Fellow Craft

and Master Mason, in Battle Creek Lodge, Xo. 12, F. and A.
"M., Battle Creek, Mich., Jind this deponent further saitli, that

he took in due form the Masonic degrees of [Mark Master,
Past Master, Most Excellent [Master and Royal Arch, in Bat-
le Creek Chapter, Xo. 19, at Battle Creek, Mich., and that he
ivas a member in good and regular standing at the time of

his seceding from the society of Freemasons, which he did

about one year ago.

And this deponent further saith, that he is familiar with
the ritual and ceremonies of the seven degrees referred to,

and that, after a careful examination of the proof sheets of

a book entitled “Freemasonry Illustrated,” published by
Ezra A. Cook & Co., of Chicago, 111., he finds the same to con-

tain a complete and accurate statement and description of

the ritual, ceremonies and secrets of the said seven degrees
of Freemasonry, generally known as Entered Apprentice,
Fellow Craft, Master Mason, Mark Master, Past Master,
Most Excellent Master and Royal Arch.

JOHX HOEK, Sr.

Sworn and subscribed before me this 24th dav of October,

A. B. 1870. H. D.POST.
Junties of tJos Psrjcjs inand for OtUi'wa county, Mich.



CHAPTER I.

THE SECRETS OF THIRTEEN MASONIC DEGREES,
FROM

'Treemasonry Illustrated” and “Knight Templaef

ISM Illustrated.”

PREPARATION FOR ENTERED APPRENTICE DEGREE.

The candidate having satisfactorily answered the

questions given on pages 96-6 and paid the initiation

fee, is prepared for initiation as follows

:

The Deacons or Stewards strip him to his shirt and

drawers, and his drawers must be ex-

changed for a pair furnished by the lodge

which fasten with strings. The left

leg of these is rolled up above the knee.

If his shirt does not open in front it is

turned around, and if there are metal

buttons or studs on it they are removed.

Th^left sleeve of his shirt is rolled up

above the elbow, and the left side of his

shirt is tucked in ;
so that the left leg, left

foot, left arm and left breast are bare. A
slipper is put on his right foot, ahoodwink

Candidate duly and over his cyes, and a small rope called a
truly prepared, En- .

'

i i ^
tered Apprentice cable tow IS put oHce around his necK.
Degree.
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CftQdidftte taking £&tere(l Appreatice Obligation. See page 107

.

“Every Mason is under an oWi^ation to obey the

laws of the lodge and the Grand Lodge. * * *

It is the obligation which makes the Mason, and the

difference between one Mason and another, consists

simply in the fact that o?ie Ixeeps his obligations better

than another.

“An obligation is an essential part of a degree.’'

—

Morrises Dictionary
,
Art. Obligation.



DUE-GUARD OF AN ENTERED APPRENTICE.

Hold out left hand^ with palm iip_, a lit-

He in front of the body, height of hips;

next place right hand horizontally over

the left, two or three inches above it

[See cut]

Pae-Gu?ird.Entered
Apprentice,
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SIGN OF AN ENTERED APPRENTICE.

Made from due-guard by dropping left

hand to side, and at same time raise right

arm, with hand still open, and draw hand

quickly across the throat, the thumh be-

ing next to the throat, then hand drops to

side.
1
See cut.

1

Sign of Entered
Appremicf.

ENTERED APPRENTICE SiGN WITHOUT DUP: GUARD.

Draw open right hand across the throat, thumb next
to throat.

ENTERED APPRENTICE GRIP.

Grasp hands as in ordi-

nary hand -shaking, and
press ball of thumb liard

Entered Apprentice Grip.
agaiust the knuckle -joint

of each other’s fore-finger.

ENTERED APPRENTICE WORD.

Boaz, which is the name of the grip. For mode of

giving this ‘‘word’’ see page 113.

‘•THE WORKING TOOLS OF AN ENTERED APPRENTICE

Are the TmnUj-fonr Inch Gauge and Common Gavel,

‘'the TWENTY-FOUR INCH GAUGE

Is an instrument used by operative masons to measure
and lay out their work; but we, as Free and Accepted

Masons, are taught to make use of it for the more noble
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and glorious purpose of dividing our time. It being divi-

ded into twenty-four equal parts, is emblematical of the

twenty-four hours of the day, which we are taught to

divide into three equal parts; whereby are found eight

hours for the service of God and a distressed worthy
brother, eight for our usual vocations, and eight for

refreshment and sleep . — Mackeifs liitaalid^ paye 38,

‘•THE COMMON GAVEL

Is an instrument made use of by operative ma-
sons to break off the corners of rough stones, the better

to fit them for the builder’s use; but we, as Free and Ac-

ce}jted Masons, are taught to make use of it for the

more noble and glorious purpose of divesting our hearts

and consciences of all the vices and superfluities of life;

tliereby fitting our minds as living stones for that

spiritual building, that house not made with hands,

eternal in the heavens.”

—

Macket/s Ritualist, page 38.

JEWELS OF A LODGE.

“A Lodo-e has six Jewels; three of these are immova-

ble and three movable.

“The immovable jewels are the Square, Level and

Plumb.

Plaiob.
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*‘The Square inculcates morality; the Level equal-

ity; and the Plumh^ rectitude of conduct.

“They are called immovable jewels, because they are

always to be found in the East, West and South parts

of the Lodge, being worn by the officers in those respec-

tive stations.”—Macketfs Ritualist^ page o7.

“the movable jewels

Are the Rough Ashlar, the Perfect Ashlar and the

Trestle-Boardr

Rough Ashlar. Ferfect Ashlar. Trestle-Board.

“The rough ashlar is a stone as taken from the quarry

in its rude and natural state.

“The perfect ashlar is a stone made ready by the hands
of the workmen, to be adjusted by the working tools of

the fellow craft.

“The trestle-board is for the master workman to draw
his designs upon.

“By the rough ashlar we are reminded of our rude

and imperfect state by nature; by the perfect ashlar,

that state of perfection at which we hope to arrive b}*

a virtuous education, our own endeavors, and the bless-

ing of God ;and by the trestle-board we are also remind-

ed that, as the operative workman erects his temporal

building agreeably to the rules and designs laid down
by the master on his trestle-board, so should we, both

operative and speculative, endeavor to erect our spirit-

ual building agreeably to the rules and designs laid

down by the Supreme Architect of the Universe, in

the great books of nature and revelation, which are our

spiritual, moral, and Masonic tre^wie-board,”—Mackefs
Bitmlist^ page 58,
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‘‘Lodges were anciently dedicated to King Solomon,

t
who was said to be oar first Most Excellent Grand Master]
•ut Masons professing Christianity dedicate theirs to St.

John the Baptist and St. John the Evangelist, who
were two eminent patrons of Masonry ; and since their

time, there is represented, in every

regular and well-governed lodge a

certain point within a circle, the

point representing an individual

brother, the circle the boundary

line of his conduct to God and

man, beyond which he is never to

suffer his passions, prejudices, or in-

terest to betray him, on any occa-

sion. This circle is embordered by

two perpendicular parallel lines, representing those

saints,Avho were perfect parallels in Christianity, as well

as in Masonry ; and upon the vertex rests the Holy Scrip-

tures, which point out the whole duty of man. In going

around this circle we necessarily touch upon these two

lines, as well as upon the Holy Scriptures; and while a

Mason keeps himself thus circumscribed, it is impossi-

ble that lie should err.”—Sickelss Monitor^ piffle 50,

The Point within a
Circle.

PREPARATION POR FELLOW CRAFT DEGREE,

Candidate is prepared much the same

as in the first degree. The right leg, right

arm, right breast, and right foot being

Dare, a slipper on left foot and the cable

tOW twice around his naked right arm
near shoulder.

A small white apron with bib turned

up and he is '"duly and truly prepared” to

be made a Fellow Craft,
r»p»r*Uoo felloTT Cruft Etefr«.,
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‘Increased privilege#

and honors thus encir-

cling the profession ofFel-

low Craft, weightier and

more numerous responsi-

bilities are superadded.

Powerful obligations,

impelling him to be secret

obedient, honest and
charitable, guide and re-

strain him.
^

“He is subject to the

discipline of his mother-

lodge, and to all the

penalties of Masonry.^'

—

Morris's Dictionary ^
Art,

Fellow Craft.

CaDdidate taking Fellow Craft
Obligation.

DUE-GUARD OF A FELLOW CRAFT.

Hold out right hand, palm down,

height of hips, and raise left hand to

j)oint perpendicularly upward, fore-

arm forming a right angle with arm.

[See cut.]

Dne-Goard, Fellow
Cr^t.

SIGN OF A FELLOW CRAFT.

Made fix)m due-guard by dropping left

hand carelessly to side while raising right

hand to left breast, fingers a little

crooked; then draw hand quickly across

the breast
;
then drop hand to side. [See

out]
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PASS GRIP OF A FELLOW CRAFT.

Grasp right hands as in ordi-

nary hand shaking and press

Pass Grip of Fellow Craft ball of thumb hard between

knuckles of first and second fingers.

PASS OF A FELLOW CRAFT—Shibboleth; the name of the

grip.

GRIP OF A FELLOW CRAFT.

Grasp right hands in the

usual way and press thumb
on knuckle joint of second

finger.

“the working tools of a FELLOW CRAFT

Plumb.

Are the Plumbs the Square^ and the Level*

“The Plumb is an instrument made use of by operative
masons to raise perpendiculars; the Square, to square

their work; and the Level^io lay horizontals; but we, as

Free and Accepted Masons, are taught to make use of

them for more noble and glorious purposes; the plumb
admonishes us to walk uprightly in our several stations

before God and men, squaring our actions by the square

of virtue, and remembering that we are traveling upon
the level of time to that undiscovered country from
whose bourne no traveler retums.^-ilfac^ej^

5



MASTER mason’s FEBPABATION AND DtJE-GUAED, 19

PREPARATION OF CANDIDATE, MASTER

mason’s degree.

The candidate is stripped, as in previous

degrees, but in this '"'‘SuhVime Degree^"*

both breasts, both arms both feet and

legs are bare. He is hood-winked and

the cable-tow is put three times around

his body.

PreiMiration of Candidate
UMtar Mast:a*a Degree

Candidate taking Master Mason's Obligation. See page

t
DUE-GUARD OF A MASTER MASON.

Exteni both hands, in front of the body,

height of hips, palms down, thumbs nearly

touching each other. [See cut.]

i>ae-Gaard, Mas-
ter Mason.
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S1@K OF A MASTER MASOH.

Made from due-guard, by dropping left

hand and drawing right hand across the

bowels to the right, thumb towai’d the body,

height of hips. [See cut.]

Sign of a Master
Mason.

PASS GRIP OF A MASTER

MASOK.

Grasp hands naturally and

Pass Grip of a Master Mason. prCSS thumb between
knuckles of second and third fingers.

STRONG GRIP OF A MASTER MASON OR LION’S PAW,

Hands joined as shown in cut, thumb and fingers

pressing hard on hand and wrist of each other.

PASS OF A MASTER MASON Tuhal Cain; name of grip.

"‘the COMPASSES

A Are peculiarly consecrated to this de-

gree, because within their extreme

points, when properly extended, are

emblematically said to be inclosed the

principal tenets of our profession, and

hence the moral application of the Compasses, in the

third degree, is to those precious jewels of a M^ter

Mason, I riendship, Morality, and Brotherly Love.”—*

Macke\f< Bitiialist, im(je 110

»



“the working tools of a master mason.

Are all the implements of ma-
sonry indiscriminately, but more

especially the TrotveL

“The Troivel is an instrument made use of by Opera*

tive Masons to spread the cement which unites a build-

ing into one common mass; but we, as Free and Accep-

ted Masons, are taught to make use of it for the more
noble and glorious purpose of spreading the cement of

brotherly love and affection; that cement w^hich unites

us into one sacred band, or society of friends and broth-

ers, among wdiom no contention, should ever exist,

but that noble contention or rather emulation; of who
can best w^ork and best agree /’—Macke

ij
s lilt. Ill,

The Tragedy of The Third Degree.

PLAYING MURDER AND RESURRECTION IN TEN SCENES.



&CKNK II: PLAYING MURDER —’‘Jubbla” draws 24 Intb gauge atroesliU tliroat.

MINS III: PltAYlNQ MURDER.^AfsauU oa the Candld&t*'



SCENE IV: PLATING MURDER.-“JtrB«Lo” strOces him -vrlth the square on left brewt.

SC£N£ V; FLAYING hy *‘Josu7v” oa ih» O^uUitHf^
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SCEND VI. I’L.WINC MURD£R.-“Jo'BEti;M” kills Wm with the SetUug Maul aDd tumbles Wm
Into tbe Canvas.

Scene VII: Plating Distress.—Mourning for *‘oor Grand Master Hiram

Raise hands and arms as shown in first cut, and if in

the ceremony of ‘‘raising” or in the dark, the words in

brackets may be used, otherwise not. [0 Lord.] Bring

arms from first to second position, [My Bod,] bring

arms to third position [is there no help for the widow’s

Son bring to ^de

.



PLATING MOTJRNTN-G AXD RESURRECTI02n\ '2r>

In the dark, when in distress, the words are “0 Lord,

my God is there no help for the widows son?”

In the ceremony of '‘''rahmg” after the second at-

tempt and failure to raise the body, first by the

Entered Apprentice’s Grip and then by the Fellow

Craft’s when this sign is given the words are, “0 Lord

my God! 0 Lord my God! 0 Lord my God! I fear the

Master’s word is forever lost.”

Scene VIII: Playing Dibtuess. -Procession Siu^iug Dirge I’or “onr (Jrand

Master Hiram Abiff.'’

Scene IX; Plating Resubrection—Praying at Mock Resurrection

of Candidate alias “our Grand Master Hiram Abiff,”
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FIVE POINTS OF FELLOWSHIP.

Foot to foot, knee to knee, breast to

breast,hand to back and cheek to cheek,

or mouth to ear, when they whisper:

M((lH}iah-hone^ which is tlie Master’s

word.

Scene X; Playing Rksdrreotion—Candidate Raised on the Five Pointg
of Fellowship.

EMBLEMS^®^ OF THE MASTER MASON’s DEGREE.

‘•THE THREE STEPS

Usually delineated up-

on the Master’s carpet,

a r e emblematical of

the three principal

stages of human life,

viz: youth
^
manhood^

and Gt/c,. In youth as

Entered Apprentices,

we ought industrious-

ly to occupy our minds

in the attainment of

useful knowledge; in

manhood, as Fellow Crafts, we should apply our knowl-

edge to the discharge of our respective duties to God,

our neighbor, and ourselves; that so in age, as Master

Masons, we may enjoy the happy reflection consequent

on a well-spent life, and die in the hope of a glorious

immortality.

Note 38-3.—“Under the term Emblems, writers include those conveying

both the esotery and exotery of Masonic knowledge.”

—

Morris's Dictionary^

Art. Emblems,



J:mblems master mason’s degree,

‘•the pot of incense

Is an emblem^'^‘ of a pure heart, which is

always an acceptable sacrifice to the Deity

;

and as this glows with fervent heat, so

should our hearts continually glow with

gratitude to the great and beneficent Au-
thor of our existence, for the manifold

blessings and comforts we enjoy.

“the bee hive

Is an emblem of industry, and

recommends the practice of tlnit

virtue to all created beings, from

the highest seraph in heaven to

the lowest reptile of the dust [etc.

“the book of constitutions guarded by tjie Tyler's
SWORD

Reminds us that we sliould be ever

w a t c h fu 1 and g u a r d e d in our

thoughts, words and actiojis, })iirtic-

iilarly when before the enemies of

Masonry; ever bearing in remem-
brance those truly Masonic virtues, silence and circum-

spection.

“the sword pointing to a naked heart
Demonstrates that justice will

sooner or later overtake us; and al-

though our thoughts, words and

actions may be hidden from
the eyes of man, yet that

Notb384k—“Everything in the of the society is written down, or
engraved upon durable objects by Symbols. Each of these has a public
and private meaning, the latter communicated only by suitable restrictions

to proper persons. These Symbols form a large part of the universal lau'

|uageof Masonry.”— Dictionary^ Ari^ Symbol.



28 EMBLEMS MASTER MASON’S DEGREE.
“all-seeing EYE,

Whom the Sun
Moon and Stars

obey, and under
whose watchful
care even comets
perform their
stupendous revo-

lutions, pervades
the inmost re-

cesses of the hu-
man heart, and

will reward us according to our merits,

“the anchor and ark

Are emblems of a well-grounded

hope^ and a well-spent life. They

are emblematical of that divine

ark^ etc.

“the forty-seventh problem of EUCLID.

This was an invention of our ancient
friend and brother, the great Pythagoras,
who, in his travels through Asia, Africa
and Europe, was initiated into the several

orders of priesthood, etc.

“the hour glass

Is an emblem of human life. Be-

hold! how swiftly the sands run,

and how rapidly our lives are draw-

ing to a close ! etc.

“the scythe

Is an emblem of time, which cuts the
brittle thread of life, and launches
us into eternity. Behold! what
havoc the scythe of time makes
among the human race! If by chance
we should escape,” [etc. See p. SllJ—Sickels's Monitor^ pciges 113-UB*



EMBLEMS MASTER MASON^S DEGREE.

THE SETTING MAUL, SPADE AND COFFIN.

29

“The second class

of emblems are not

monitor! al^ and

therefore their true

interpretation can

only be obtained within the tyled recesses of the lodge.

They consist of the Setting Maul, the Spade, the

Coffin, and the Sprig of Acacia. They afford subjects

oi serious and solemn reflection to the rational and

contemplative mind .”—Mcickeifs Ritualist
^
poge 131.

Fourth, or Mark Master’s Degree.

I
FIRST degree of THE CHAPTER.]

CTIAFTSMEN FROM THE QUARRIES.

Oandttditf. Junior Doncon Senior DeeeoB*



so PENALTY OF AN IMPOSTEE.

Penalty of an Imposter, when detected in
trying to collect wages not due.

Preparation for Mark Mas-
ter’s Degree. Stripped to his

shirt and drawers and both
breasts bare

;
hoodwinked

and a cable- tow four time*
around his body.

DUE-GUARD OF A MARK MASTER.

Third and fourth fingers of right

hand closed; thumb and first and

second fingers extended
;
position of

carrying the keystone; then bring

right hand up to right ear and move
it back and forth as if brushing

"back a lock of hair, ear passing be-

tween thumb and finger each time.

[See cut.] This refers to the pen-

alty of having right ear smote off.



sign, Mark Master.

SIGX, MARK MASTER.

Mad(‘ from due-gmird
by dropping right hand
and arm to a horizontal

position, extended in

front on a line with the

hips, and at same time
raise left hand about the
height of your cdiiii, and
bring it down edgewise
on right Avrist, as if to

chop off right hand.

GRAXD HAILING SIGN.

Close the third and
fourth fingers of right

hand, extending the
thumb and second finger

—the position in which
the keystone is carried.

Grand Hailing Sign of
Distress. Mark Master.

Principal Sign.

HEAVE OVER, OR
PRINCIPAL SIGN.

With a vigorous

slap place back of
right hand in palm
'of left, both being-

flat and held doAvn

near right hip, then
swing them togeth-

er over to /^/shoul-
der.

SIGN OF RECEIVING
WAGES.

Hand and arm
extended, third and
fourth fingers clos-

ed, thumb and first

fingers extended and
spread as in cut. sign of Receiving Wages.
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PASS GRIP OF A MARK MASTER.

Right hands
grasped, as if to

pull a person up
a steep bank,

thumbs touching

at ends. [See cut. J

REAL GRIP OF A MARK MASTER.

Little fingers

locked, others
closed, points of

thumbs together as

shown in cut.

Real Grip of a Mark Master.

Word: Siroc^ or Mark Well.

WORKING TOOLS OF A MARK MASTER.

“THE CHISEL

Morally demonstrates the advantages of
discipline and ed ucation. The mind

,
like the

diamond in its original state, is rude and
unpolished, but as the effect of the chisel

on the external coat soon presents to view
the latent beauties of the diamond

,
so educa-

tion discovers the latent virtues of the
mind, and draws them forth to range the
large field of matter and space, to display
the summit of human knowledge, onr duty
to God and to man.”

“ THE MALLET

Morally teaches us to correct irregularities, and to re-

duce man to a proper level; so that, by quiet

(deportment he may, in the school of discipline,

learn to be content. What the mallet i^ to

the workman, enlightened reason is to the

passion; it curbs ambition, it depresses envy,

it moderates anger, and it encourages good
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DUE-GUARD AND SIGN OF A PAST NASTER. 33

dispositions; whence arises among good Masons that

comely order,

“Which nothing earthly givea, or can destroy,

Th« Boul’a calm atmshlne, and the heartfelt Joy,”

—Mackey'8 Ritualist, page 285.

THE MARK OF A MARK MASTER.

“In the passage from the second chapter
of Revelations, wdiich is read during the pre-

sentation of the keystone, it is most probable
that by the white stone and the ‘new name,’
St. John referred to these tokens of alliance

and friendship .’’—Mackeifs Bit. 2)age 287.

Step and Due-Guard of a
Past Master.

DUE-GUARD OF A
PAST MASTER.

Fingers of right

hand closed, end
of thumb be-

tween closed lips,

as if ready to

split open the
tongue Av i t h
thumb nail. [See
cut and penalty
of obligation.]

SIGN OF a PAST
MASTER.

Raise rigdit hand
to left shoulder,

hand open, and-rn
draAV it diagonal-

ly down across

body to right hip,

thus crossing the Slp-n of a Past Master.

penalties of the first three degrees. [See cut.]



34 PREPARATIOX MOST EXCELLE^^T MASTER.

GRIP OP A PAST MASTEP-.

Give Master Mason’s grip^

inside of right feet together,

then whisper the “ Word”
Gihlim. Next grasp left

arms just above the wrist

with right hands and right

arms at elbow with left

hands, saying as change is

made, From a grip to a

span.

Grip of a Past Master.

PREPARATIOIX OF CANDIDATE,

MOST EXCELLENT MASTER’S DEGREE.

JuiiiorDeacon removes candidate’s

coat, and puts a cable-tow six times

around his bodj^ No hoodwink in

this degree.
Preparation Most
Excellent Master
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Due-Guard, or Penal Sign,
Most Excellent Master.

DUE-GUARD, OR
PENAL SIGN,

MOST EXCEL-
LENT MASTER.

Hands on
centre ofbreast,

fingers just
touching each
other, and
crooked, as if to

tear open your
breast, which
is the penalty
of this degree.

[See cut.]

SIGN, OR SIGN
OF ASTONISH-
MENT.

Hands and
arms extended
forwards and

Sign of Astonishment,
Most Excellent blaster

upwards, eyes rolled back, as shown in the cut.

GRIP, MOST EXCELLENT MASTER.

Grip, Most Excellent Master.

Grasp right hands,
and with finger on
unde r side and
thumb on top press

third finger near
knuckle. [See cut.

J

‘*It is this bringing of
the ark into the tem-
l)le with shouting and
praise, and depositing
’t in the holy spot
where it was thence-
forth to remain, that is commemorated by a portion of

the ceremonies of the Most Excellent Master's degree.—Mackey^s Ritualist^jxige 328.



36 KOYAL AEXJH CAlsDIDATES.

Koyal Arch Due-Guard—1st Position. Eoyal Arch Due-Guard—2dPo8ltion.
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ROYAL ARCH DUE-GUARD.

Turning to the left and looking up.

raise left hand and arm, as shown in

cut, first position, palm of hand out;

then bring up right hand, with a slight

slap on back of left ; then turn to the

right, and raise right hand, and bring

up left hand with a slap on right hand.

[In some Chapters this Is called the

penal sign, as it is. ]

Royal Arch Sign.

ROYAL ARCH SIGN.

Right hand held with edge against

forehead, thumb next to forehead;

then draw hand across to the right.

This refers to the penalty of the de-

cree—skull smote oC.



84 Position Grand BalUs4( ftifki
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Royal Arch G. Hailing Sign.

Fingers interlaced and
held over the head as

shown in cut, first posi-

tion;turning to the right

bring hands down on
thighs with a slight slap

as if suffering severe
pain in the back.

Sign of Grand Master First Veil.

Holding out a cane.

Sign of G. M. Third Veil.

Pouring out water as shown in cut

Sign of G. M. Second Veil.

I utting right hand into bosom

Words of G. M. First Veil.

Shem,Ham and Japheth
Words of G. M. Second Veil.

Shem, Japheth and
Adonira.
Words of G. M. Third Veil.

Haggai, Joshua and
Zerrubbabel.
Signet of G. M. Third Veil.

That of Zerrubbabel
or Truth.



40 ‘‘thr working tools of a royal arch hasok.
Are the Crow, Pickacve and
ISpade. Tlie Crow is used by
operative masons to raise
things of great weight and bulk
the Pickaxe to loosen the soil

and prepare it for digging
;
and

the hpade to remove rubljish.

But the lioval Arch iVlason is

emblematically taught to use h_ em for more noble purposes,
Jly them he is reminded that it is Ids sacred duty to lift from
Ids mind the heavy weight of passions and prejudices wliich
encumber his progress towards virtue, loosening the liold

Which long habits of sin and folly have had upon his disposi-

tion, and removing the rubbish of vice and ignorance, which
prevents him from beholding that eternal foundation of truth
and wisdom upon which he is to erect the spiritual and moi-
al temple of his second life.”

—

Sickels’s Moirltor, Fart %p. 05.

SQUARES OF OUR THREE ANlTENT GRAND MASTERS.

“Breemasomy is tlirougliout so connected a system that we
are continually ineeting m an inferior tlegree with something
that is left to be explained in a higher. Such is the case with
the three scpiares of our ancient Grand blasters, whose pecul-
iar history can only be understood by those who liave ad-
vanced to the degree of Select Master.’-lfacAe^/'s^ Ritp. 381.

“THE EQUILATERAL OR PERFECT TRIANGLE.
Is emblematical of the tliree essential
attributes of Deity, namely : Omnipres-
ence, Omniscience and Omnipotence,
and as the equal sides or equal angles
form but one Triangle, so these three
equal attributes constitute but one God.
—Sickers Monitor, Part 'l,page 73.

THE ROYAL ARCH BANNER,

Which should be displayed in every
regular Chapter of Eoyal Arch Masons,
is composed of the four standards used
to distinguish the four principal tribes
of the children of Israel who bore their
BANNERS through the wilderness.”
—SickeTs Monitor, Part 2, page 76.
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This must only be given by a group of three. Saxih

with his right hand grasps the right wrist of the com-

panion on the left, and with his left hand the left wrist

of his companion on his right, throwing forward his

right foot, hollow in front, his toe touching the heel of

his companion on the right. This is called three times

three, as there are three right hands, three left hands

and three feet forming three triangles. They then re-

peat the verse given on page 500 of Freemasonry Illus-

trated.

They then balance three times three, with a short

pause between each

three, when they raise

their right hands over

their heads, as shown in

cuti, and the Grand Om-
nific Royal Arch Avord

is given in Ioav breath

in syllables, as follows:

The first one says Jah,
f V second one huh, third

I ){\ % one lun; then the sec-

/ .^ji ond one says Jah, third

one huh, and first one
lun; then the third one
says Jolly first one huh,

second one lun.

The word Je-ho-vah

is treated in the same
way, and the word G~o-d

is given in the same

_ way but letter by let-

Group of Ttiree, Giving Grand Omniflc ter, thuS each of the
Word. three being repeated

three times, varying each time as explained. In some

Chapters only the word Je-ho-vah is given in this way,

and in others the word Jah-Bel-On was formerly used.
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Due-Guard.

DUE-GUARD OF A ROYAL MASTER.

Place forefinger of right hand on lips*

GRIP OF THE BROKEN TRIANGLE, OR ROYAL MASTER’S
GRIP.

Kojral Masters Grip.

Riglit hand hold of each other’s

right wrist,and left hand hold of each
other’s left wrist, raise arms as if to

begin giving the Royal Arch Word,
when left hands fall to side and
right drop on to each other’s shoiil-

dei-s, each looks down and tlie

dialogue begins.

Thrice lUusfriou^i Master—Alas!

Deputy Master—Poor Hiram!
[It takes three to give- tlie Grand

Omnific or Royal Arch Word as ex-

plained on page 42.

DUE-GUARD, OR FIRST SIGN OF A SELECT

MASTER.

Arms held similar to second position

in Master Mason’s sign of distress, with
hands clenched in allusion to the penalty

of the obligation; to have both hands
chopped off to the stump See cut.

Sisn.
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BECOKD SELECT MASTER’S SIGN.

Crossing hands and arms as in engraving

quickly draw the hands edgewise across

the body, downwards, as though in the act

of quartering your body; then hands drop to

side. This refers to the penalty in obliga-

tion, to have the body quartered.

8d S. M. sign.

THIRD SELECT MASTER’S SIGN.

Place the hands over eyes as shown in

engraving, and quickly jerk arms down-
wards, as though tearing out your eyes

and throwing them on the ground; then

hands drop to side. This also refers to

the penalty in obligation.

3d S. M. Sign.

FOURTH SELECT MASTER'S
SIGN.

Place left hand on upper

part of forehead, palm down
and right hand over it, heels

together and body erect as

in cut, first position. Then
take a long, vigorous step

with right foot, throwing

out hands and arms as in

cut, second position.
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OTHER SELECT MAS-
TER’S SIGNS.

Forefinger of left

hand on upper lip,

hand open, palm in-

ward and forearm
horizontal; say, Si-

lence.
Right hand on

bowels and, say,

Secri:cy.

Left forefinger to
other Select Master’s Signs. |Jpg jjj^d right hand

over eyes and say. Silence and darkness.

select master’s grip.

Left hand on eandidat(‘'s right breast then grasp the
right lapel of his coat just below the collar, saying,
Rise, Izabud! be voluntarily deaf, dumb and blind to all

you may hear and see in the ninth arch. This (the grip
of the lapel of his coat) is the grip of a Select Master
and the word is Izabud or Ish Sodi which signifies.

Man of my choice, or Select Master.

due-guard or first sign, super-excellent
MASTER.

Cross arms, as shown in cut, fingers

clinched, thumbs pointing upwards.

SECOND sign super-excell-
ent MASTER.

Right hand and elbow
height of the eyes, two first

fingers extended like a fork,

thumb and other fingers

clinched; then draw ann back, as shown
in cut, and dart hand and arm forward
horizoniallv. This allndts to the pen
alty of S. E. Master’s obligation—eyes

gouged out. Second sign S. E. Master



46 SUPER-EXCELLENT MASTER's DEGREE.

GEA15D HAILING SIGN OF DISTfifiSS O!? A
SUPER-EXCELLENT MASTER.

Riglit hand clinched, make sign of a Past

Master with a zig zag motion, and alludes to

a portion of the obligation, that of being

bound in chains of brass. The word accom-

panying the last sign is Nahod Zabod Bone.

IL\SS GRIP, SUPER-EXCELLENT MASTER.

Grand Hailing Sign
of S. E. Master.

Right hands
grasped, as if to
pull a person up a
steep bank,thumbs
touching at ends,

Th is is same as Mark Master's grip.

Word: Siroc^ or Mark Well.

Real grips. E Masiei.

REAL GRIP,SUPER-EXCELLENT MASTER.

Same as pass grip, except grasping

each other by both hands, arms
crossed. See cut.

1st. (says) Saul the first King
of Israel.

2nd. (says) ZedeUah the last King
of Judah.

The two last sentences are called

the ^-Word” or “Pass.”
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DRAW SWORDS.

First Motion. At the word ‘‘draw,” grasp scabbard

with left and sword with right hand, and draw sword

about two indies.

Second Motion. At the word “swords,” draw sword

out, and throwing right hand in front, drop sword in

hollow of elbow.

Third Motion. Bring right hand with hilt of sword

to right thigh, elbow a little bent, sword

perpendicular and held by thumb and fore-

finger. This is the position of

CARRY SWORDS.

As this is the usual position of holding a

sword, the position is asssumed in executing

the order to “Draw—swords,” and resumed
at the command “Recover,” given after a

salute or when a cross is formed.

Carry swords.

PRESENT SWORDS.

Sword being at “carrj’,” at the word “pre-

sent” grasp hilt firmly and at the word
“swords” raise sword perpendicularly, guard

or hilt height of shoulder, arm against

the body. See cut.

After “Present—swords,” the order “Carry

—swords,” is executed by extending the

hand in front when sword drops in hollow

of arm at elbow; then bring hand and hilt

to right thigh, sword perpendicular.
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SALUTE.

Bring sword to “present,” then ex-
tend arm and let point of sword drop
as shown in cut, hand on right thigh,

back of hand up.

RETURN SWORDS.

First Motion. Bring swords to “pre-

sent” and at same time grasp scabbard
with left hand near the mouth.
Second Motion. Drop point of

sword to themouth of the scabbard and
turning the head to the left raise the

Salute

hand when the sword is pushed in, then, eyes front and
hands at side.

FORM CROSS.

This command is given only when lines are formed
facing inward, aa for reception of Sovereign Master, or

Eminent Commander, as he is called in the next degree,

or for inspection and review.

Knights facing

each other, each

throws right foot

forward about eigh-

teen inches, throw-

ing the weight of

the body forward

and right arm ex-

tended forward and
and upward, when
swords of opposite

knights are crossed

about eight inches

from the point. Form cross.
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7 «

SWORD CUTS.

There are seven regular sword

cuts, and when at such practice,

the officer in command orders the

cuts by the numbers.

The preliminary commands are,

first: ^^Prepare to guard

T

when
sword is brought to the position

of “present;” when the second

preliminary command, '‘'‘Guard
P'

is given, and each throws the right

foot forward about eighteen inches

and at same time extends right arm and cross swords

with each other as in “form cross” except that swords

are crossed about midway of the blade. Swords are

held in this position till the order for the cuts is given.

Cut One is a downward cut from the right toward

the neck, as shown in engraving, when sword is

brought back to position of “prepare to guard,” and

after each cut swords are' brought to '‘"prepare to guardP

Cut Two is same as cut one, except a left downward

stroke toward the neck.

Cut Three is made by a sweep of the sword around

to the right and then up toward the legs as shown in

engraving, and is called a "right under cutP

Cut Four is the same as cut three, but from the left

and called a '‘'‘left under cutP

Cut Five is a cut from the right toward the body at

or near the waist.

Cut Six is the same as cut five except from the left.

Cut Seven is a vertical cut toward the head and is

called the ‘

"head cutP
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JEWISH PASS.

Master of Palace advances to Sovereign Master,

brings bis sword to “recover,” when they give “the

word an arch of steel ” as follows: They clash

their swords together and then
give cuts one and /owr [See page
132

1
as in regular sword practice,

the blows being parried. Each
then throws forward his left foot

and grasps the other’s right shoul-

der Avith his left hand, when a
dialogue takes place.

Master of Palace—Judah.
Sovereign Master—Benjamin.
Master of Palace—Ben

J

vmin.
Sovereign Master—J u d A H

.

GiYiBg jewisu Pass. (They resume their places.)

PERSIAN PASS.

Sword practice as before, ex-
cept that thei'e are four regular
cuts, two^ one^ four and two and
the word is “given under an arch
of steel.”

Chancellor—^Tatnai.
Sovereign Master—Shethar-

BOZANI.
Chancellor-—
Sovereign Master—Tatnai,
(They resume their statk)iis.)
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Giving liod Cross Word.

RED CROSS WORD.

The knights opposite each other

give cuts one^ two and four, then

each, draws back his sword in a

quick, threatening manner as if

to thrust it into his companion,

each of the Second Division whis-

pering, Veritas, and the First

answering, Right.

RED CROSS GRAND SIGN, GRIP AND WORD.
Knights advance to each other; First Division gives

cut with swords; then each raises his left hand
and places thumb and forefinger against his lips, the

others spread open upward as if holding a horn to give

a blast,and then with a graceful sweep form a semi-

circle around to the left, when hand falls to side. Then
give cuts one, four and two with sword and throwing left

foot forward interlace the fingers of left hands, when
knights of First Division whisper to Second Division,

Liberatas, and Second replies, The word is right. All

the way through each knight of the First Division

takes the knight opposite him in the Second Division.

Ked Ci'Oad bigu Red Cross Grip.
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Pilgrim Warrior,
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DUE-GUARD OF A KNIGHT TEMPLAR.

Thumb of right hand under the chin, as

shown in cut, fingers closed in hand.

This alludes to the penalty of the obliga-

tion. Head placed on the highest spire in

Christendom.

T)ue-Guard K. T.

PILGRIM warrior’s PASS.

This is given in the same manner
as the Persian pass.

Four sword cuts are given, the

fourtli being toward the neck, either

cut No. 1 or 2, when the Pilgrim
Warrior’s pass, Malter-shalal-hash-

haz, is given under an arch of steel.

See cut.

PILGRIM penitent’s PASS.

Golgotha; given under an arch of

steel. The same as the Pilgrim

Warrior's puss.

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR GRIP AND
WORD.

Fingers of right hands and left

hands interlaced and of course

arms crossed, as shown in cut.

Immaculate Word, Imman-

uel. (Spoken as arms are crossed.
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KNIGHTS TEMPLAR GRAND HAILING

SIGN.

Right foot crossed over the

left as shown in cut. Arms and
hands extended and head inclined

to the right. Then say, "'In hoc

signo vinceSj'' the mo-tto of the

order. It is pretended that

Christ hung on the cross in this

manner.

K. T. Grand Hailing Sign

Knight of Mal-
ta Sign.

KNIGHT OF MALTA SIGN.

Both hands held out as if warming them;
then quickly seize left hand near knuckle
joint of little finger with thumb and fore-

finger of right hand, raising them in this

position as high as the chin when they are

jerked apart and hands and arms extended
downwavd at an angle of forty-five degrees,

fingers extended, palms down. This is sup-
posed to represent Paul on the island of

.
Melita, discovering a scorpion on his hand
and jerking it off into the fire where he was

warming.
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GRAND SIGN AND GRIP, KNIGHT OF MALTA.

Eminent Commander (to candidate)

—

Thomas, reach hither thy finger and
feel the print of the nails. (They join

right hands each forcing the forefinger

into the palm of the other's hand.)

Eminent Commander—Reach hither

thy hand and thrust it into my side.

(Each extends his left hand and arm,
thrusting it into the other's left side,

right hands still joined.]

Eminent Co)nmander—My Lord.
^<^^^didate (prompted)—

A

nd my God.



CHAPTER IL

The Signs of Female Freemasonry.

daughter’s sign.

A lady having a vail on, in the usual

manner, first pulls it do\vn over her

face, then three times in succession

raises it, by taking one corner witli

the right and the other with the left

hand, and when lifting it the third

time throws the veil over the top

of her head, and holding on to the

corners looks up. This is called the

“Daughter’s Sign.”

_ A Mason seeing this sign takes a

^ caixl, writes his name on one side of it,

Daughter’s Sign, aiid Oil the otlier wi’ites, “Alas, my
daughter!” which is the pass. The sign alludes to the

refusal of Jeplithah’s daughter to have her face covered

when about to be executed.

widow's sign.

Take anything conven-
ient, as a handkerchief or
newspaper, in each hand,
to represent handfuls of
barley heads, filling the
hands and sticking out a
few inches. Then extend
the hands in front as if to
display their contents, and
next cross the wrists on
the breast, the contents of
each hand pointing up.
ward toward the shoulders,

First Position. second Position. alsO lookiug Upward. ThS
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sign alludes to Ruth holding out two handfuls of barley

to Boaz, and appealing mutely to God. A Mason seeing

this sign, writes his name on one side of a card, and on
the other writes, ‘*\Yho is this?” which is the pass of

this degree. He then presents her the card.

The pass is used to recall the then lowering, but af-

terwards glorious history of the heroic Ruth.

WIFE S SIGN.

Lay open right hand on the

breast, then on top of head,

then throw hand forward and
upward, palm out, and height
of the eyes.

The sign alludes to the man-
ner of Queen Esther’s appear-

ance before King Ahasuerus,
as explained in the history of

the degree.

A Mason seeing this sign

writes on one side of a card his

name, and on the other side,

‘‘What wilt thou?” which is

the pass of this degree, and
presents the card to the lady.

The pass is used to recall the

grand sacrifice and triumphant success of the heroic

Esther.

SISTER S SIGN.

Wife’s Stgv.

First Position. Second Position.

Clasp hands, and kneeling, look

upward in an imploring manner.
The sign alludes to the appeal of

Martha on first meeting Christ,

after the death of her brother Laz-

arus.

A Mason seeing this sign writes

his name on one side of a card, and
on the other writes, “Believest

S lster’8 Sign.
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thou this?’’ which is the pass of this degree. He then

hands the lady the card.

mother’s sign.
\

Hands crossed on the breast as if clasp-

ing something to her bosom, at the same
time looking* up.

The sign alludes to Electa’s clasping

the crucitix to her bosom, representing
her love for the Saviour.

A Mason seeing this sign writes his

name on one side of a card, and on the

other writes, “Love one another.” which
is the pass of this degree.

The pass is used to recall the summing
up of the grand tragedy which crowned
the life of the heroic Electa.

Motker’9 Sign.



CHAPTER HI.

REViSEn Odd-felhowship Illustrated,

SECRETS OF THE LODGE, ENCAMPMENT AND KEBEEAH DEGREES.

In the Subordinate Lodge the Entersign consists

of one rap, or one pull at the bell if there be one, at

the outer door, and three l aps at the inner door.
THE COUJSTERSIGN

has three motions: First, with the thumb of the
right hand in the

palm thereof,

place the four

\ fingers perpeii-

\ dicularly acros>

I the mouth, the

U back of the han d
IJ outward. Sec-

f
oud, place the

last three fingers

upon the thuml)
in the palm of

P- the hand, the in-
Ist Motion. 2d Motion. 3d Motion. deX Or fore fin-

ger being extended; carry it to the outer corner of the

right eye, the back of the hand being outward, forming
a right angle with the nose. Third, let the hand drop
toward the ground and open, palm outward, the thunib
nearly parallel with the fingers and the hand about six

inches from the body.
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Signification .—The first motion signifies silence, and

reminds a brother that he must keep inviolate the

secrets of the Order. The second motion signifies

omniscience, and reminds us that the all-seeing eye of

God is continually watching over our actions. The

third motion signifies fraternity, and reminds us that

the hand of a brother should always be open to a

brother of the Order.

INITIATORY GRIP.

With the first two fingers

of tlie right hand grasp and
link with the first two fin-

gers of the brother's right

hand: with the thumb (your

own) touch the ends of the

two fingers (your own) thus forming the link. No
shaking of hands in making the grip.

SIGN OF DISTRESS.

The Sign of Distress is made by placing the open
right hand, palm downward, on the top of the head, raise

the hand up-

ward about

nine inches,

let the hand

drop to the

head; this do

three times,

then let the

hand drop to

the side.

Answer —
Extend the

hands off from the sides at arms length, and at right

angles to the body, palms of the hands outward; pause
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a, moment, then drop the hands to the side. If the sign

cannot be given so as to be observed, the following

words can be used; “Give ear, 0 ye Heavens I'’ to be

spoken in full and not the initials thereof.

Explanation .—The Sign of Distress conve3's informa-

tion to a brother, that a brother of the Order at a dis-

tance is in need of assistance.

Answer, that the sign has been observed and is recog-

nized and that the requisite assistance will be given.

SIGN OF RECOGNITION.

When a lu’other wishes to be recognized as a member

of the Order, he will grasp the

lappel of his coat with his

right hand, over the right nip-

ple, the fingers being concealed

beneath the coat, the thumb ex-

tended. A brother seeing the

sign shall grasi) the right lappel

of his coat with his left hand,

the same being over the right

nipple, the thumb concealed, the

lingers extended. The brother

making the sign shall advance

to the brother answering it and

(‘xtend his right hand

:

Answer. il he be an Odd-tel-

low he shall accept and shake and.sa\'; “Are
you looking lor ine? ’ The brother making
the sign shall sav, ’* for you.”

Voting Sign.—The right hand uplifted.

In the use of the gavel, one blow calls (he

lodge to order, or seats it when standing;

three blows call up the lodge.

ilONOKS OF THE ORDER.

The Honors of the Order are given by
placing the right hand across the left, ]jalms

touching; clap the hands three times, full
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blows; pause a moment and repeat; pause again and
repeat.

Degree of P'riendship.

The Alarm at the inner door is three raps.

The Password is QUIVER (Q-U-I-V-E-R), to be
lettered at all times when used for working purposes,
\vheii in a lodge or in examination prior to opening.
In communicating the Password either to the Warden
or Inside Sentinel give the letters Q-U-I, and if request-

ed by the Warden or Inside Sentinel, the remainder of

{he word—V-E-R—lettered as before-

SIGN, degree of friendship.

The Sign is as follows—extend the fin-

gers of the right hand; place the thumb
inside of, and parallel with, the first finger;

carry the hand to the brow, with the thumb
resting on the left temple; draw a line

across the forehead (fingers touching) to

the right temple, describing a rainbow;

then drop the hand to the side.

ANSWER, degree OF FRIEND-
SHIP.

<ign Degree of (rrasp the root of the left
Friendship. finger and thumb

of the right hand, the thumb
to the front; then drop the
hand to the side.

THE ME3IENTO

Is a bundle of sticks, to

represent the strength of

union
;
united they cannot

be broken, but singly they
can be easily broken.
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WAENINO SIGN.

Clasp the fingers of each hand, with

the thumb in front of the first finger:

]»lace each elbow by the side of the body:

extend each arm and cdosed hand hor-

izontally.

SIGN OF SAFETY.

The hands and arms being in the same

position as in the Warning Sign, extend

the index finger of the right hand, and

with it point to and touch the second or

knuckle joint of the thumb of the left

hand

SIGN OF DANGKK.

Elbows same as before de-

scribed; place the wrist of the
[

right hand on the second or

knuckle joint of the thumb of

sign of Safety, the left liaiid; extend the index

finger and j)oint tf>wards the ground.

(iRT?, DF.GKEE OF FRIENDSHIP.

hands, each closing in.

Form a link with

tin* thuml>s of ihe

right hand; clasp
sign of Danger.
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Token.—

T

he rainbow.

Degree of Brotherly Love.

The Password is MOSES (M-O-S—E-S), to be let-

tered at all times when used for working ]>urposes. In

eoinnmiiicating the Password give the letters M-O-S^

and if required the remainder—E-S—lettered as be-

SIQN.

The right hand is placed acrosis the left

hand, palms touching; clasp the hands

both by fingers and thumbs, thumbs
meeting. The answer is the same as the

sign.

Token.—The Token is Moses’ Rod.

GRIP.

Clasp the right hands, with

the thumbs pressing the third

or knuckle joint of the second

finger. No shaking of hands ki

making the Grip.

Degree of Truth.

The Password is AARON (A-A—R-O-N), to be let-

re.

Sign 2d Degree.
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tered at, all times when used i'or working purposes. In

communicating the Password give the letters A-A, and

if required, the remainder^—R“0»N-“lettered as be-

fore.

WORKING SIGN, DEGREE OF TRUTH.

Close the right hand except the index

finger, the rhumh over fingers; point to

the center of the forehead with the poinf

of the flutter.

ANSWER.

Working Sign. Place the open right hand

over th(‘ month, the fingers conforming to

the face.

Explanation .—Think before you speak.

Answer.

PERMANENT SIGN, DEGREE OF TRI'TH.

Place the thumb of the right hand on
the right lupple, using it as a pivot; make
a sj»an down with the little finger, then

make a span across the breast w’ith the

fore-finger.
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GRIP, DEGREE OF TRUTH.

O Clasp the right hands; with

the thumbs press hard on the

third or knuckle joint of the

third finger. No shaking hands

in making the Grip.

Patriarchal Degree.

In the Encampment the Alarm at the inner door, or

Entersign, is iivo raps.

Password of Patriarchal Degree, ADAM (A-D—
A-M): to be divided at all times when used for working

purposes when in an Encampment, or ki examination

prior to opening, in communicating the Password to

Inside Sentinel or to the Junior Warden.

check sign, patriarchal degree.

Place the right hand,

open, on the left breast,

thumb parallel with the

fingers; withdraw the

hand and extend it near-

ly to a line off from the

side, palm outward and

the thumb parallel with

the fingers; let the arm

drop to the side. The
Answer is the same with

the left hand.
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SIGN, PATRIARCHAL DEGREE.

Place the fingers of the right hand in

and across the left hand, palm upward;

grasp the fingers of the right hand with

the last three fingers of the left hand;

elevate the two thumbs and the index

finger of the left hand so as to form three

pillars. The Answer is the same as the

Sign.

sign of Patrl»
archal Degree.

GRIP, PATRIARCHAL DEGREE.

Grasp the fingers of the

Patriarch's right hand with

your right hand; press the

same with the thumb,

which mast be across the fingers below the knuckle

joint. No shaking hands in making the Grip.

Golden Rule Degree.

The Alarm at the inner door is two raps.

The Password is A. M., to be lettered at all times

when used for working purposes, whether in an En-
campment or in examination prior to opening. The

Explanation of the Password is Gold a Metal, given

in full, but not used for working purposes.

The Check Sign and Answer are made the same as

in the Patriarchal Degree.
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SIGN, GOLDEN RULE DEGREE.

Press the elbow of the right arm
to the side; close the right hand, thumb
over fingers; extend the index finger; when
extended raise the arm from the elbow in

a perpendicular direction; drop the arm in

front, the index finger pointing to the

ground. The Answer is the same as the

Sign.

GRIP, GOLDEN RULE DEGREE.

With the index finger of

the right hand form a link

at the second joint, and with

the ball of the thumb press

the back of the index finger

of the Patriarch forming the link with you, between

the knuckle and second joint. No shaking hands in

making the Grip.

Royal Purpi.e Degree.

In this degree there is an Alarm at the inner door, or

Entersign, a Password, an Explanation of the Password

and Interpretation of the Password, a Check Sign and

Answer to the Check Sign, and a Grip.

The Alarm at the inner door is two raps.

feign of Golden
Rule Degree.
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Thk IV\8Sword is M. Jv., to ]>e lettered at all times

\vlieii uj>ed lor 'working purposes wlien in an Encamp'
menfc or in examination prior to opening. The Explan-

arion oi* ilie Password is K. S, The Interpretation is

Melcliizedek. King ot Salem, both givtm in lull, but not

used tor working pnrpos(‘s.

The Check Sd^k and Answer are made tiie.-ame as in

tlie former Encampment degrees.

of ]{u\al

I’liri'k'

SIGN, KOYAL PUKLLR DEGREE.

Conceal the last two lingers of the right

hand in the palm theieof, place the^lirst two

lingers and thumb together, ends touching,

and with them draw a line from the left side

of the brow to the center of the forehead,

then drop the hand to the side.

Answer .— With the left hand arranged

as in Sign, draw a line from the right side of

the brow to the center of the forehead, then

drop the hand to the side.

(.KIP, liOYAD PL'KPLE DEGREE.

Each Patriarch will grasp

the index linger of the oth-

er's right hand, with the

ball of the thumb across the

knuckle joint on the back of

the hand. Ko shaking hands in making the Grip.
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The Test or Trial Sign for a sister,

is made by placing the index or fore lin-

ger of the right hand, nail outward, perpeii-

diciilarlv to the rigfht corner of the moutli;

that portion of the fore finger beneath the

nail resting on the corner indicated, the

other three fingers being closed, with the

iiuimb closed over them.

Signification, Are you of the Degree

or Rebeitah?

Sister’s Trial
Sign.

The Answer TO THE Test or Trial Sign

is made bv closing the last three fingers and

thumb of the ri^ht hand as just described and

place the fore finger thereof perpendicular-

ly on the chin, resting the end of said finger,

with the nail outward, about the center of

^the chin.

The Countersign for recognizing

brothers, is made by placing the first

three fingers of the right hand, extend-

ed but closely touching each other,

(thumb and little ringer concealed) on

a table, a chair or any other object; or

by placing them on a book, recticule.

hankerchief, or other object held in

the left hand.

The Answer to the Countersign

is made the same as the Trial Sign lor

Answer to

Trial Sign.

Countersign.
a sister.



CHAPTl-R IV..

Good Tem flakism [i-lustkated.

SIGN OF RECOGXITIOX.

Clasp chin with right hand, thuml) under

chin and forefinger over closed lips.

If the party you are testing is a Good Templar it will

be answered thus:

ANSWER.

With forefinger of right hand describe an

arch by drawing finger slowly from center

of forehead over right eye just above eye-

brow down to right temple and let it rest on

temple a moment.
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To which the first party responds thus;

R18POKSE.

Put index finger of left hand on left tem-

ple.

WORD.

Horeb^ last syllable lettered— K-E-B—
without pronouncing, responded to with

H-O.

SALUTATION.

Raise open right hand, with palm out-

ward, and lay it on left breast over heart,

and then let it fall gently but quickly to the

side.

ANSWER BY P. W. C. T.

First and second fingers of right hand

over closed lips a moment, then hand drops

to side easily and gently yet quickly, when

you will take your seat.
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\

VOTING SIGN.

Right hand raised perpendicularly.

GRIP, FIRST DEGREE.

Grasp right hands naturally

and press thumb on second hu-

ger between second and third

joints. See cut.

Answer, same.

SIGN, DEGREE OF FIDELITY.

Place right hand on heart, palm inward,

thumb pointing upward.

WORD.

Hearty lettered (H-E-A-R-T) by two per-

sons.
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GBIP, THIBD DEGBEE.

Grasp right hands and press

third finger between knuckle

and next joint with thumb

and forefinger.

WOBD.

Samaritan^ lettered regularly by two pei^oiis

THE DISTBESS SIGN.

Close all but forefinger of right hand

over the thumb, and raise hand with fore-

finger pointing to right temple, but not

quite touching it; repeating it until ob-

served.
'

Distress Word: Are we alone?

DEGREE SIGN OR SALUTATION. .

A waive of the hand, as in ordinary

friendly salutation.



CHAPTER V.

Templk of Honor Illustrated.

SALUTATIOX.
Kaise open right hand to point perpendicularly upward, hack

of liand touching center of forehead as shown in cut.

SIONA I..

On approaching outer dooY give t\Vo raps, when Worthy Sen*

tincl opens the wicket and the_ semi-annual pass is whispered in

his ear, when admission is gained to the Ante-room where the

regalia being put on, two raps are given on the inner door and

the key to the semi-annual pass given to the Worthy Guardian
who admits to the hall, wdien, passing to side of Altar marked
Fidelity, the salutation is given to Past Worthy Chief Templar
and you take your seat.

THK OUTER TEMPLE.
Salutation. The brothers retire to the ante-room (save a few who remain

In the hall to prepare It for the dark scene) where the Outer Temple Is formed by

she brothers forming a hollow square with an opening at one corner for admls*

fion of candidates, the Worthy Chief Templar taking his place Inside the square

tacing the entrance thus:

B B B B B B B B B
B
B

B C W B
B B
B B B m B B B B B

E. Entrance to Ante-room. B. Brothers standing erect, facing Inward witlt

arms folded. W. Worthy Chief Templar’s place, facing C. C, Position of can-
didates,, who are brought In from the entrance hall by the Worthy I'slier, who
then fille t he opening marked O.

' TFTE DARK SCENE.
The room is prepared by removing the Altar to one side, and placing a bo.v call-

ed a transparency on the Worthy Chief Temi)lar‘s platform. This ]>o.\ is made
with a door in the back to admit a lamp inside, and to allow of arranging (he.

curtains in the front part. The front is made of glass, and painted- thereon' In

light colors on a black background are four figures. (See cut on next page.)
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Inside the box, and just back of the

painted glass so as to completely

cover It, are arranged curtains, one

to each star, and worked by springs

and levers connected with four

knobs on top, so arranged, that by

pressing a certain knob one of the

curtains rises and a certain star is

exposed, Uie liglit shining through

it; and by pressing anotlier knob,

another star la exposed etc. The

officers and brethren are seated as

usual. The gas is turned off with

the exception of a very feeble light

at the AVorthy Vice Templar's sta-

tion. The AVorthy Vice Templar
has two assistants, one to stand

ready to turn the gas on full blast

suddenly, and as suddenly to ex-

tinguish it, In representation of a

flash of lightning, another to stand prepared to shake a piece of zinc, repre-

senting thunder. These two take part but once. All things being ready,

the performance begins.

Worth If Chief Temjfar—-Worthy Guardian, let the

signal ]>e oiven!
The AVorthy Guardian gives two raps on the door which are answered by the

AVorthy Usher by the same, as soon as he has the candidate prepared for

initiation.

PREPARATIOJ^ OF CANDIDATE.

Candidate is prepared by placing a hoodwink over his

eyes. The door being opened the AVorthy Ushertakes

his staff or rod (a square pole with the four sides

painted the symbolic colors of the Altar, brown, red,

Avhlte and blue, excepting a short distance from

each end, which is painted black, ) In his right hand,

and giving his left arm to the Initiate, he escorts

him Into the hall and twice around the room to the

music of the dirge played upon the organ, halting In

front of the AVorthy Vice Templar’s station facing

the AVorthy Chief Templar’s Station and the trans-

parency. It will be noticed that his back is toward

those who are soon to play lightning and thunder,

the A\"orthy Usher unlooses the hoodwink, and the

Initiate finds himself in thick darkness, In doubt prepared Candidate and

and uncertainty. "Worthy Usher.

'Die Worthy Usher strikes a powerful blow on the flooi with his staff.
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PUKFARATIOX FOR OBLlGATiOX SUBORIMXATF TKMFLE.
The brothers form a

semi- circle aronnd the
altar and initiate, fae-
iny tlie side of Ahar
marked Trutli. I he
Ushers assist iniiie.ie

to kneel and direct him
to place his ri»-iic hand
on his heart, and his

left hand on i he llilde.

Wort hy ( hii f I'emi la

r

eonu'S foi w a rd a n d

kneels oppo>iie to in-

itiate at tiie side of Ahar
marked Uiiriiy M il h liis

left hand also on tlie

J>il)le. T h e 'Worthy
Chaplain stands just hack of initiate, and the Ushers stands one on each side of
initiate, sometimes; indeed the proper way is for the Ushers to cross their staves
over the initiate as he remains kneelint?.

SIGX.

Sign.

Tli(‘ siiili i.s mii(l(‘ by closiiii*' all Imt tlio iir.st

t\v(3 lingers of tlui l(‘ft liaiul, ami, iilacing

them on tlu‘ right temple, draw tln-ni ovej-

to the left temple, forming an arch. The

COUNTKRSIGX

is made 1)}' phicdng left hand on

heart. The meaning of tlie sign

is ‘‘Temple;” of the countersign, “Honor:”

Or, as a means of recognizing one another on

the street, the sign means—“Are 3^011 a Tem-

plar?” The countersign. “I am.” The

GRIP.
Countersign.

is made by separating the tingm’s

' of rio-ht hand like this and inter-

locking them with the fingers

of a brother's right hand

thus: (See Cut.)

The Grip.
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With the grip is a catechism imparting its name as

follows: The brother giving the grip asks, “What is

this?” The brother receiving it answers, “er.” The
brother asking the question then responds, “broth;” and
the other says, “Right brother.”

SIGNAL OP DISTRESS.

Raise tlie left arm in a perpendicular posi-

tion, hand to height of the shoulder, palm
outward. Should you see this sign given at

:;iiy time, it will be your duty to advance to

the one giving it, and ask in a low tone of

voice, “Who are you?’* The person giving

the sign should answer, ‘A templar.* You
will tiien ask. ‘What are 5mu?’ He Avill an-

swer, ‘A suppliant.’ You will then give him
the grip saying, “And a brother.”

Signal of Distress.

The Inner Temple.

SIGN OF love:

Right hand raised, with index

ger pointing np.

COUNTERSIGN I

Left hand placed horizontally

left side, palm downward.
Sign of Love. CounrcT’sign.
‘ ‘Love Dwells ‘ ‘So maj' it

in heaven. ” on earth.”

hn-

by
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Taking Obligation, Degree of Love.

GIVING THE ISECKET WORD—DEGREE OF LOVE.

Senior of Council tlien closes fingers und thumb of

the left hand, making a fist, and places it >o closed iq)-

on the left breast in a natural position, with the back of

the hand outward. He raises tliuml).

Chief of Council—A (the first letter of tlie word).
Senior of Council raises the fore-finger.

Chief of Council—G (the second letter).

Senior of Council raises the next finger.

Clcief of Council—A (the third letter).

Senior of Council raises the next finger.

Chief of Council—P (the fourth letter).

Senior of Council raises the little finger.

Chief of Council—E (the fifth letter). What did you

mean by this? (placing his left hand in the

same position as that of Senior of Councii

and raising the fingers in the same wtiy.)

Scn.ior of Council—To signify the five

letters of the secret word of this degree.

Chief of Council—yfXvAi is the meaning

of the word.

Senior of Council—Love.

Lettering the word .

"

, V.T'

a-g-a-p-c. Pronounced * ~

ag-a-pe.
,



TEMPLE OE HONOR ILLUSTRATED.

FORMING TEMPLE OF TEMPERANCE.

Senior ofCouncil and Junior of Coun-

cil place tlie palm of right hand on

each other’s left shoulder, one making

th<‘ sign and the other the countersign;

the brethren, two and two, doing the

same.

Temple of Temperance.

TEMPLE OF FRATERNITY.

Junior of Council brings the

palm of his left hand to that of

Senior of Council, as shown in

cut, and each two of the breth-

ren does the same, still holding

each other by the grip.

The Temple of Fraternity.

TEMPLE OF LOVE.

Senior of Council places the palm of

left hand on Junior of Council’s right

shoulder, and Junior of Council his

right hand on Senior of Council’s left

shoulder, and each of the two brothers

does the same, one making the sign

and the other the countersign of Love.

Temple of Love.



TEMPLE OF HONOR ILLUSTRATED. 8J

TAKING THE OATH OF PURITY.

ChUf of Council—You
will please kneel on the

right knee, place open

left hand edgewise on the

Bible, and touch the palm

of left hand with the fore-

finger of right hand.
Chief of Council and Novitiate at Altar

SIGN OF PURITY.

Make a circle w i t h
index finger of right

hand round palm of left and
say, “Purity encircles the

earth.'’sign of Purity. ‘ ‘Purity encircles the
Earth.”

COUNTERSIGN.

Index finger of right hand
making circle round right ear.

then pointing to person ad- countersign,

dressed, saying, “May it encom-
pass thee.

‘May it encompass
thee.”

SECRET WORD OF A TEMPLAR OF PURITY.

Senior of Council, with
his elbows resting against

his body, raises his forearms
os-to a horizontal position, and

places the ends of the eight

fingers together, forming a
[Tips of all four fingers of each hand pnf 'I

should touch.]
iridugie, loee cut.;

Senior of Council—Receive it

Junior of Council (pointing to the angle, next to him)
-Kafh,



S2 TEMPLE OF HONOR ILLUSTRATED.

Junior of Council to angle on his right)

—

er.

Junior of Council (pointing to angle on his left)

—

os.

Junior of (7o^^wc^7~What is the meaning of the word?
Chief of Council—Purity.

THE TEMPLE OF PURITY,

First Position. Second Position,

Senior of Council brings the palm of his left hand,
raised, against the palm of Junior of Council’s right
hand, and then raises his right hand with the palm
toward Junior of Council. One of each two brethren
does the same. Junior of Council then brings the
palm of his left hand gainst the palm of Senior of
Council’s right hand. The other of each two brethren
does the same; thus with the four hands raised and
brought together forming an arch. All three move-
ments of the hands should be made quickly.

TAKING THE OATH OF FIDELITY.

Taking the Oath of Fidelityj



TEMPLE OE irONOR ILLUSTRATED. 83

Position of Brethren around the Altar, enclosing the Three Officers and Initiate.

DEGREE OF FIDELITY.

The Inner Temple of Fidelity.

Sign. Gountersign.

The Heart. . . Is the .Seat uf Fidelity.

sign: degree of fidelity.

Index finger of left luind

pointing to heart. Manager
gives the meaning—**T h e

heart’’—Manager gives

COUNTERS IGx:

Index finger of right hand
pointing to heai'f. Chief of

Council gives its meaning—
‘‘is the seat of Fidelity.’’



TEMPLE OF HONOR ILLUSTRATED.

FIRST TRIANGLE.

The First Triangle.

Junior of Council places

the ends of his fore-fingers

together, the other fingers

resting in the palm of each
and, and liringing his

tliumbs straight across, the

ends toucliiiig each other,

forms the first triano’le.

SECOND TRIANGLE,

Senior of Council forms
a triangle in the same man-
ner as did the Junior of

Council, and placing his

second fingers straiglit

across, one resting on the

other, forms the second
triangle, of which the first

and second fingers are the

side.

The Second Triangle.

THIRD TRIANGLE.

The Third Triangle.

ing slightly on each other.

Chief of Council forms
the two triangles already

described, and a third by
extending the third fingers

and bringing the ends to-

gether. and placing the lit-

tle fingers straight across,

the ends touching, or rest-



TEMPLE OF HONOR ILLUSTRATED.

THE SEVENTH TEMPLE.

The Seventh Temple, or the
Temple of Fidelity.

The brothers two and two face
each other. Senior of Council gives
the sign of Fidelity. One of each
two of the brothers does the same.
Junior of Council and the other of

each two of the bretliren repeat its

meaning—^‘The Heart''—and give
the countersign. Senior of Council
and the other brethren who are

giving the sign repeat its meaning

—

‘ds the seat of Fidelity.'’ All re-

tain the position of hands. Senior
of Council places the elbow of his

right arm and fore-fingers in the same manner as neophyte
did at the altar. Brethren who are giving the sign do
the same. Junior of Council raises his left arm in the
same waj^ and places the palm of his hand against tin*

palm of Senior of Councirs right hand. The )n*ethren
who are giving the countersign proceed in like manner.

WARNING SIGN, DEGREE OF FIDEL [TY.

Warning Sign.

Make a circle with fore-finger of

right hand.

WARNING word:—ELEON.
To be used only in the night eithei

as a warning or a signal of distress.



CHAPTER VI.

United Sons of Industry Illustrated.

SIGN OF APPRENTICES DEGREE.

Right hand flat on left breast, left fore-

arm raised perpendicularly, palm of hand
forward.

GRIP OF AN APPRENTICE.

Grasp right

hands natural-

ly, pressing
tliumb on middle of U'pinr

half of sec0)1(1 finger.

PASSWORD OF AN APPRENTICE.

BENE, which means, *Tis well.”

-journeyman's sign.

Left hand flat on right breast, with

right fore-arm raised, palm forward; the

position when taking the obligation of

the degree.

Journeyman’s
Sign.
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JOURNEYMAN S GRIP.

Grasp right hands natural-

ly, pressing thumb on middle

of upperlvaXi of third linger.

Jourufymau's Grip.

MASTER MECHANICS SIGN.

Right hand extended horizontally, palm

down; left hand on breast. This allude»

to the position taken when taking the

obligation of the third degree.

MASTER MECHANICS GRIP.

Right hands

joined, as
shown in cut.

the index finoei

Master Mecbauic's Gi ii).

along the

pulse.

Master. Mecliuiiie's

Sign.

_ extended

wrist over the

GRAND HAILING SIGN OF DISTRESS.

Raise arms above the head in one mo-
tion, and down in one motion without
bending, slapping thighs, repeating three
times. The words to be given in the dark
or where the sign cannot be seen. are.
'* Labor protect.

'

CAUTIONARY SIGN.

The cautionary sign, to be given to a

Brother in case of a bad bargain about to

be closed, is, after waiting until some sum
is specified or named, "^Tis worth double Grand Hailing sign

the moneys By hearing this, the Broth- mptrose.

er is cautioned not to buy or close the bargain. It the

bargain is considered safe and good no signs or precau-

tions are given.



imXIATIOif.

SIGJT OF KECOGNITION^.

Remove hat or cap by the front part,

with thumb and fore-finger of left hand;

then move hand from center of forehead

to the left side, back and forth, rubhlncf

tlie forehead Avith second and third fin-

gers.

Sign of Recogni-
tion.

answer.

Same movement with right hand from

center of forehead to the right, back and

forth.

Answer.



CHAPTER VII.
Knights of Pythias Illustrated.

FIRST OR INITIATORY RANK.

The preparation of the candidate in this Rank consists in re.

moving the coat and vest, pmtino; on a White Robe and blind*

folding Seenrely. The m/anber'. all have Black Robes andM vses

nHJN of FKIENO.SH1I* OR COURTESY.

Form a link \\\ h the .second finger of each hand, Die back of

the left hand up and the back of tlie right hand forward; the

forearms forming the base of a triangle. [See cut.]

“The sign of Fnemlship < x* Courtesy, is always used on enter-

ing or retiring from the Lodge when open in the Rank ol Page.

It is recognized hy the Chancellor Commander by giving the

same sign or by a waive of th.o hand.”

THE SIGN OF RECOGNITION.

Is given thus; Idace your I'ight tliumb

near the end of your two lirst tingecs of same

hand as though holding a pen to write, then

smooth the liair hack over the right ear with

the two fingers, nails next to the liead, three

times, and is answered by the person saluted

with the left hand in same maimer.

I



INAUDIBLE SIGN OF CAUTION.'

Raise right hand and with thumb and fore,

finger squeeze the wings of the nose. This is

done three times, noiselessly, in quick succession

drawing the hand six or eight inches from the

nose after eacli squeeze.

AUDIBLE SIGN OF CAUTION.

Made in the same wa}' as Inaudible Sign, but

to attract attention give a quick snuft* each time

as thumb and finger are being withdrawn from

the nose.

Answer.—Same as Sign.

SIGN OP DISTRESS.

Strike the hands together tliree times, right

hand uppermost.

There is a hailing word in connection with the

Sign of Distress, which is uomad, (Damon back,

wards).

Answer.

—

HamoB*

GRIP, FIRST RANK.

Each extend the right hand, opening the fingers between the

second and third as shown in upper cut, and grasp each otheis

first two fingers, closing the other fingers as shown in lowei

cut.



WOKD UR COVKli KEY TU GlUl*.

The Chancellor Commander and Master at Anus holding each

other by the grip engage in the following colloquy:
Chancellor Commander.—“Say what is this V”

Master at Anns.— “A good thing.”
Chancellor Commander.—“Most people ^could say so.”

Master at Arms.— “Some would.”
Chancellor Commander.—“O, would they?”
Master at Arms.— “No doubt.”

SECOND. OR RANK OP ESQUIRE.
rREPAR.^TION.

The Page or Pages are taken to the ante-room in ordinary

dress, and each one given a shield, which he is required to put

on hi > left forearm, and from thence to the door of the Lodge, on
theoiitside of which is suspended a shield, on which the Master

at Arms gives one rap.”

SIGN OF CAUTION OR COURTESY, RANK OF

ESQUIRE.

Place right elbow in left hand and gently

clinch the chin with the right hand. (See

cut)

Countersign in answer : Same or a

wave of the hand by the Chancellor Com
mander.

The Alarm ; One rap.
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SHIELD SIGN.

Raise right liaiid perpendicularly, with the
hand clinched as it in the act ot* striking a

downwaid blow. Same position as when
taking the obligation of this rank, (see cut.)

GRIP, RANK OF ESQUIRE.

Grasp left liands, in ordinary way. I^o shake.

THIRD, OR RANK OF KNIGHT.

Note—

T

be Si^Mis. Grip, Puss-word etc., of the Amplified Third Hank are
tbc tame.

The candidate is prepared in the same manner as in the Second
Rank.

SIGN OF BRAVERYOR COURTESY,THIRD RANK.

Fonn a triangle w'ith forearms extending hor-

izo , dally from you, points of fingers and thumbs

togetlier and spread out; heel of hands about

five inches apart. (See cut.) This is called the

visor sign.



TTSOT? SIGN ON ENTEBTNG LODGE.

On entc ing* to salute the Cliauceilor Com.

mauder, raise visor so as to touch the breast with

the forefingers, the thumbs pointing downward
iTantls are then separated and with ageatle w'iVfc

are brought to the side.

TISOU SIGN ONKETIllING FKOM LODGw

On retiring approach the Altar, face the

Chancellor Commander and turn the visor

(hands) down, so tli .t the tliumhs ])oint up

and tlie fingers down and then bring hands to

side with a gentle wave.

The Countersign, given by the Chancellor Commander, is same

as sign or a wave of the h uid. The Pass-w rd, given at the inner

cioor, is CoiifideDce. The Alarm at the inner door is two raps.

GRIP, THIRD RANK.

Take each other by the r’ght hand as for

ordinary" liand shake. When withdrawing

hands press each other’s forefinger with

thumb and forefinger, genily, tin' whole

h iigth of finger, slightly crooking the ends

of the forefingers a id hooking or presiloig

them together at the points.



SIGN OP RECOGNITION OR CHALLENGE SIGN.

Place left liaDcl over the heart; right hand open,

palm down and about the height of the hips, indi.

eating the position your hands were in when you
took the obligation.

The answer is the same, indicating the same, it

being simply the position your hands were in when
assuming the obligation of the First, or Initiatory'

Rank of Page.

VOTING SIGN.

Clench the left hand and raise it about

as high as the eyes.

SEMI-ANNUAL PASS WORD.

The Semi-Annual Password, as its name

indicates, and which is given at the outer

door, (the Rank Passwords are not,) is*—

PARRY SIGN.

Bring sword to a “present ” and swing

point from right to left as if to parry or

ward off a blow. When sign is com-

]Teted the right hand will be about a foot

from the body and the sword will point

about two feet in front of left foot.

*The S'iiiii AuuHiil V\ ufd for the last half of 18?8 (July to Jan.) was

-ir«
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GRAND HONORS.

Place tlie left hand on the heart and

sward at a “ present.”

SUPREME HONORS.

Given like Grand Honors except that

left forearm is lield horizcmtal, extending

diiectly forward, ell)ow at side, with hand

open and palm up.



Sign
-aborers De^rc

Si-cond Potition. SIgTi of Caution.

CHAPTER VIII.
The Gra^^ge Illustrated.

Fifst or Ija,‘borer Degree.

Signal at Outee Gate .

— Ihree Raps.
PASSWORD AT Outer

Gate:—

.

4,(ia7r<

Signal AT Inner Gats:
-‘Two Raps,

i'Afi swoR 1) AT Inner
Gate: Laborer.
Sign op First or Labor-

er Degree; Pa^s tbuml)
of r ght hard forward of
ftngefd ti I ir, touches at
juuction of third and fourth
lingers with hand, thus
coLcealingit in the palm
of the hand
Second Position : Bend

elbow, bringing the fore-
arm up till hand is on a
line with the face fingers
pointing straight upward,
palm of hand toward the
shoulder, thumb still con-
ceal d in hand ; then let
hand fall quickly to side

again This is also the Salutation of this degree. The sign of caution ia
now given.
Sigh op Caution; Standing erect, as in giving sign of degree, conceal

t lnimhin palm of right hand, throw palm outward from the body.

Second Position: Bring arm over

shoulder till the ends of tlie fingers near-

ly touch shoulder under right ear; let

hand fall -^tCkly tothe side.

Patrons’ General Sign: -Ilriugleftl

forearm horizontally across tlie body,

closing the hand on the left lapel of coat

or other garment you may have on, with

the% thumb pointing straight upward.

The sign of this deg. signifies that “a

good laborer places faith in God .”
° Patrons*

General Sien.

=*'To illustrate: Suppose that A. and B. meet. A throws out the s.gL
toB.,B. answers it {by giving tk sam^ sign} and then approaches A,
and says '‘'Are you looking fora Patron f "

A. answers, '•'‘For a Patron.
‘

They then shake hands.

Sign of Cautini

Second Po.sition
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Maid or First Degree for Ladies.
Siam:— Some as •'Laborer.''''

Pass Word at Outer Gate;— Ceres.

Pass Word at Inner Gate;—iiaic?.

Second or Cultivator Degree.

Sis'll
'

Oliltlvafiir

Signal at Outer Door: Three
rajJS., (same as in '•^Laborer.'''')

Signal at Inner Gate; 'Three

raps.
Password at Outer Gate: Adam.

(same as in ^'Laborer.''')

Password at Inner (Jate: Culti-
vator.
Sign First Position : Conceal the

rhumb in palm of right hand, by
passing it forward in the hand, to the
junction of the third and fourth fin-

gers with the hand, {same as in •'•La-

borer''')., arm hanging by the side,
throw jialin of hand outward.
Second Position; Bring forearm

up to a horizontal position. The
palm will now be upward, the thumb
still lying in iialm, fingers point-
ing straight outward, then let the arm
fall again to side. The sign of this
degree s'uja'ijles that a good Cultivator
yiurtm es hope.

Sei'oml position.

Siftn

Harv'ester Degree.

Shepherdess, or Second Degree for Ladies.

Sign and Signal;—Same as Cultivator Degree.

Pass Word at Outer Ceres.

Pass Word at Innner Gate;

—

Shepherdess.

Third or Harvester Degree.
The Sign, of this degree signifies that a good Harvester

dispenses charity.
Sign; Stand erect, both forearms brought up to a level,

or horizontal position, the hands in front of the body; left
hand open palm upward, ri;iht hand laid over and upon the
left hand, palrn downward, the thumb of the left hand, over,

and across the second joints of the righj hand, the thumb of

the right hand under and across the knuckles of the left

hand.
Signal AT Outer Gate; Same as in Laborer and Culti-

vator degrees.
Signal at Inner Gate : Four raps.

Password at Outer Gate; Same as Laborer and Culti-

vator degrees.
Password at inner Gate ; Harvester,
Salutation; Same as sign.



Gleaner or Third Degree for Dadieea

4Sign Same as “Hai’vester.”

SALrTATiON :—Same as sign.

Signal:—Same as “Harvester.”

Pass word at Outer Gate;—

(

7«m.
Pass-w'ord at Inner Gate

Fourth or Husbandman Degree.

n
Insbamimrn Degree.

Sigk; Place the open right hand, thumb concealed in the.

nalrn^ over the heart.

The sign signifies that a good Husbandman is noted for hie

fidelity, or that he places faith in God, nurtnree Hope, dis-

penses Charity, and is noted for his fidelity.

S:gnal at Outer Door: Same as the other degrees, (three

raps)

Signal at Inner Door: Five Jiaps, given thus: Two
raps, then a short pause, then one, followed by two more.

Password: Husbandman.
Annual Password : (Changed annually, for 1875) Form-

ing. Tobe given in connection with de"reeword at inner gal<>

Grip: Join right hands, as
in shaking hands, place thumbs
on the knuckle joint of fourth
fingers, rather on outside of
joint next to the little fingers,
ure^s hard. (Thisi? seldom used).

Sign of Recognition .

FIRST Position, Put the
fore-finger of the right
hand to the under lip at
the right corner of the
montl:. the other fingers be-
ing \ et closed.
Second Position : Bring

the hecond finger along side
of it on the lip.

Third Position : Bring
up the third and fourth fin-
gers; this will open the
hand.
ANSWER : Put the right

hand to the mouth as the
sign given above is com-
pleted, and then close, first

the third and fourth fingers,
then the second, then the
first, and let the hand fall

to the side. Next, the one
that first gave the sign will

Third Positiof]



say; “It appears to me that I recognize you; where have we met?” The
other answers : “In the Grange.” They shake hands.
Patron’s Test (Master calls on one of the members present to assist

him.

)

Master to Member : Are you a Patron?
Member; Yes.
Master: How may 1 know you to be a Patron?
Member: By my words and sign.

Master: Will you give them?
They take positions facing each other, right foot advanced, the member

having his thumb placed in palm of right hand as if to give the sign of one
of the degrees, the arm hanging by side, slightly inclined outward They
spell together the annual password, (for 187.5, Farming) and the Fourth
degree word, (Husbandman) beginning with the second syllable

:

Membku :— I.

Master ;

—

N.

Member :

—

G.

Master :

—

F.

Member :

—

A.

Master :—R.

Member:—M.

Patron's Test: (Given as the
to rear (right foot was in front) a:

ANswer: Same,

.Master :—B.

.Member:

—

A.
Master :—N.
Member :

—

I).

Master •—M.
Member :

—

A.
Master :—N.
Member :

—

H.
Master :

—

U.

i

Member :—S.

it letter is pronounced .

)

Pass right foot
right hand to back, quickly.

Matron or Fourth Degree for LadHest
Sign :

—Same as “Husbandman.”
Signals:—Same as “Husbandman.”
Pass M"ord :

—Matron.
Annual Pass Word:—Same as “Husbandman.”
Grip:—Same as “Husbandman.”
Sign op Recognition :—Same as “Husbandman.”
Patrons Test:—Same as “Husbandman.”



""SECRETS OF SCOTCH RITE MASONRY.
[LAST 17 DEGREES OP THE RITE.]

Seventeenth Degree; Knights op the East & West.

Preparation of Candidate, Knigh of the East and West,

Candidate is barefooted, wearing a long white robe.

SIGN, KNIGHTS OF THE
EA.ST AND AVEST

Look at yonr right

shoulder and say, Ab-
addon.

ANSAA^ER.

Look at left shoul-

der and say, Jubiduni.

FIRST TOKEN.
Place left hand in

each other’s r i g h t

hand, closing the fin-

gers.

First Token.
* Note.—The entire Ritual of the Scotch Rite is published in ^'•Scotch Bite

Masonry Illwdratcd.'" 2 A^ols., comprising over 1000 pages. See Prices on
last page of cover of this book.



SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH DEGBEES. 101

Second Token.

SECOND TOKEN.

A touches B’s left

shoulder with right

hand and B, answering
touches A’s right shoul-
der Avith left hand.

SIGN ON ENTERING
COUNCIL.

Touch Tyler’s fore-

head, when he answers
by ]uitting his hand on
your forehead.

PASS word:

—

Jv.hu'

him.
SACRED word:

—

Ab-
addon. _

Sign on Entering Council.

Eighteenth Degree or Sovereign Prince of Rose
Croix.

SIGN OP the good shepherd.

Cross the arms on breast,

with hands extended and
eyes raised to heaven.

sign of reconciliation.

Raise right hand and
with index finger point up-

ward.

ANSWER.

Point downward with in-

dex finger of right hand.

bign of the Good Shepherd. 61gn of Reconciliation.



102 SOVEREIGN PRINCE OF ROSE CROIX.

Eighteenth

Sign of Help,

Degree or Sovereign Ppince op Hosb
Croix.

SIGN ©P HELP, SOVEREIGN PRINCE OP
ROSE CROJX.

Cross the legs, the right behind the left.

ANSWER.

Same, except left leg behind the right.

TOKEN, SOVEREIGN PRINCE OF ROSE

CROIX.

Give the sign of the Good Shepherd;

face each other; bow; place reciprocal-

ly crossed hands on breast and give the

fraternal kiss and pronounce the pass-

word.

PASS word;—

iAitvet.



NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH DEGREES

Nineteenth Degree or Grand Pontiff.

103

SIGN OF GRAND PONTIFF.
Extend horizontally the right arm;

the hand is also extended; bring
down the three last fingers perpen-
dicularly.

TOKEN.
Each places the palm of his right

/ hand on the other’s forehead; one

says, Alleluia, the other answers,

Praise the Lord; the first then says,

Immanuel, the other, God speed you.

Both say. Amen.

Sign, Grand PontiffDegree.

Twentieth Degree or Grand
Master of all Symbolic Lodges.

FIRST SIGN, GRAND MASTER.

Token, Grand Pontiff.

Form four squares; first by placing the

right hand on the heart, the fingers

close together, the thumb separate,

which makes two squares; second by
placing the left hand on the lips, the

thumb separate, which makes a third

square; third, by bringing the heela

together, the feet open on a square.

First Sig:., Grand Master’s Degree.



104 GRAND MASTER OP' ALL SYMBOLIC LODGES.

SECOND SIGN.

Kneel down, place
the elbows on the
tioor, the head
downwards and a

little inclined to the
left.

THIRD SIGN.

Cross the arms on the breast, the right

arm over the left, the fingers extended

and close together, the thumb forming a

square, heels touching, which makes five

squares.

Third Sign, 20th Degree.

JV. B .—In some rituals only one sign is given instead

of the first two, and this is to kneel on the right knee,

the left hand being raised, which forms two squares;

then place the left elbow on the left knee, fingers extend-

ed and closed, the thumb forming the square, the head
downwards, somewhat inclined to the left.

SecoBa Sign, 20th Degree,
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The sword elevated, or if no sword is worn, the riglit

arm raises! before the head as if to ward off a stroke. In

coming together, cross swords and form the arch of steel.

TOKEN.

Take one the other’s right

elbow, with the right hand;

press it four times; then slide

the hand along the forearm

down to the wrist; lastly, press

the wrist-joint with the first

finger only.



i06 GKAisD MAfeTEK OE ALL SYMBOLIC LODGES.

TOKEN OF INTROOUCTTOX.

[Given after the sign

of introduction.]

Take eacli otliei’’s l iglit

hand, the first linger on

the wrist joint
;
then as

you retire slide the hand

along the other’s hand

down to the tip of the

fingers.

Tokeu o( Introduction.

lY. B.—Some in the last token squeeze on the other’s

wrist, each drawing the other nine times alternately,

and repeating each time the word Cyrus.

battery:—

T

he battery is three strokes, by one and
two ; 0 00.

march:—

N

ine steps, each forming a square.

PASS word:—Jekson.

ANSWER : —Stolkin.

SACRED word:—

R

a^ah-belsijab



107NOACHITE OH PHCSSIAN KNIGHT.

lAeutenant Commander—Arise my brother and receive

the sign, token and words of this degree.

SIGN OF ORDER.

Raise the arms to lieaven, tin* face

toward the East, where the moon
rises.

SIGN OF INTRODUCTION.

One raises three lingers of the

right hand, the other seizes those

lingers with his right hand, and
says, Frederick the Second. He
then presents his three lingers,

which the first one seizes in the

same manner, saying Koah.

ijign of Introduction, Noachitc
Degree.



i08 TWEKTY-FIRST AND TWENTY-SECOND DEGREES,

Second Sign of Introduction.

SECOND SIGN, PRUSSIAN
KNIGHT.

Seize one the first finger

of the other’s right hand and
press it with the thumb and
first finger, saying Shera.

The other gives the same
token, saying Ham; then the

first gives the same token,

saying Japheth.

PASS avord:

—

Peleg, Pe-

leg, Peleg.
SACRED word: — Shem,

Ham, Japheth.

Twenty second Degree, or Prince of Libanus.

SIGN; prince of libanus.

Make the motion of lifting an axe with both hands,

and striking as if to fell a tree.

Sign, Prince of
Libanue.

ANSWER.

Raise both hands to

the height of the fore-

head, the fingers extend-

ed, and then let the hands

fall, thus indicating the

fall of a tree.

Answer to Sign,
Prince of Libanus.



TWENTY-SECOND AND TWENTY-THIRD DEGREES. 100

Token.

TOKEN.

Seize each other’s hands and

cross the fingers as a sign of good

faith.

PASS words:—Japhet, Aholiab,

Lebanon.

SACRED words:—Noah, Beza-

leel, Sadonias.

Twenty-third Degree, or Chief of the Tabernacle.

HIGH priest.

The High Priest wears a large red tunic, over which
is placed a shorter one of white without sleeves; on his

head is a close mitre of cloth of gold, on the front of

which is painted or embroider-
ed a Delta, enclosing the Ineffa-

ble name in Hebrew characters.

Over the dress he wears a black
sash with silver fringe from,
which hangs, by a red rosette, a
dagger; the sash is worn from
left to right. Suspended on his

breast is the Breast Plate.

dress of candidate.

A white tunic and white
drawers, sandals on his feet and
a white cloth over his head,
covering his eyes, so as to pre-

vent him from seeing.
High Priest, Preparation of Can-

Chief of Taber- didate, Chief of the
nacle Degree. Tabernacle Degree.



no ClliEi' UE THE TABERNACLE.

SIGN, CHIEF OP THE TABERNACLE.

Advance the left foot; make with the

right hand the motion of taking the

Censer, which is supposed to be in the

left hand. .

Sign, Chief of Tabernacle.

TOKEN.

Seize each other by the left elbow

wiili the right liand, bending the

arm so as to form a kind of circle,

Token, Chief of Tabernacle.

battery:—Seven strokes, by six and one, or thus:

00 00 00 0 .

PASS word:—-Uriel.



TWENTY-FOL’KTII ANJ> TWENTY FiFTll DEGIIEES. Hi

SIGN OF RECOGNITION.

Place llie right liand

open over the eyes, as

ir to protect them from
a strong light, the left

hand on the breast,

then raise tlu‘ right

hand to the left shoul-

der, and bring it down
diagonally to the right

side. This is called

the sign of the scarf.

Sign of Recognition,
Prince of the TabernacJe.

Grand Sign, Prince
of the Tabernacle.

GRAND SIGN.

Place both hands open upon the head, join the two
thumbs and the two forefingers by their extremities so

as to form a triangle.

iV! B .—The token, battery and word are the same ns

in the preceding degree.

Twenty-fifth Degree, or Knights of

Brazen Serpent.

SIGN OF order, knights of the brazen

SERPEN'i.

Incline the head downwards, and point

to the ground with the forefinger of right

hand.

Sign of Order. Knights
of the Brazen Seip'^nt;



112 KN'IGHTS OF THE J3RAZEH SEKPENT.

SIGN OP RECOGNITION.

Form a cross upon yourself.

Sign of Recognition,
Knights of Brazen

Serpent.

Token, Knights of Brazen Serpent

TOKEN.

Place yourself on the right

of the brother, and take his

left wrist with your left hand.

ANSWER.

He then takes your right

wrist with his right hand.

PASS woed:^—I. ‘.N.'.R. lettered only.

COVERED avord:

—

Johami^s Rolp.

SACRED word;-

—

word must be* spelled.
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PREPARATION OF CANDIDATE.

The candidate is prepared by the Senior

Deacon in a plain white robe, reaching

from the neck to the feet, barefooted,

hoodwinked, so as to prevent his seeing,

with a rope passed three times around Ids

body.

Preparation of Can-
didate. Prince of
Mercy Degree,

SIGN OP ENTRANCE.

Place the right hand open, so as to form

a triangle above the eyes, as if to be pro-

tected against a strong light.

Sign of Entrance,
Prince of Mercy,

SIGN OP CHARACTER.

Form a triangle with the two thumbs,

and the two forefingers; join them by the

extremities, place the hands in front of, and

touching the body.

Sign of Character,
Prince of Mercy.



114 PKINCE UF IVIERCY.

SIGN OF HELP.

Cross both arms above the head, the

hands open, palms outwards and say:

To me, the children of Truth.

Sign of Help,
Prince of Mercy,

SIGN OF ORDER.

Stand up, the right hand resting on

the hip.

Sign of Order.
Prince of Mercy.

TOKEN.

Place both hands, each on the

other’s shoulders, press them slight*

ly thrice and say, Gomel.

PASS word:

—

Gomel.

COMMON woihjs : — Ghiblim and

Gabaon,

SACRED words:—Jehovah, Jachin.

SUBLIME word: — Eclnl-pemcagw)

that is, do as you would be done by-

Token,



COMMANDER OF^" THE TEMI’LE. 115

TTweNTY-SEVENTII I-)eGKEE, or (’o^fMANDER OP THE
EMPLE.

SION OF RKCOONITION.
orin on your forehead a cross, with

the thumb of your right hand, the
fimiei's clinched.

J

AN SAVER.

Kiss tlu! ])lace

Avl;er(* tlie cross
was made (Tliis

sign is used in the
Court only.)

AXSAVEK

(Out of Court
)

^ Place first two fin-

Sign of Rooog’nition, gCl'S ot the right
Conimumw tiic handon theinoutli,

the other fingers
closed, till' })alm of the hand<
turned outward.

Answer.



116 COMMAJ^DKK OF THE TEMPLE.

SION OF ORDER,

(In the Court.) Extend your right hand

on the round table, thirmb separate so as

to form a square. When standing, place

the right hand on the. body below the

breast, forming also a square.

Sign of Order, Com-
mander of the Temple.

TOKEN.

Give three light blows with

right hand on the other’s left

shoulder.

ANSWER.

He takes your right hand and

gives it three light shakes.

Token, Commander of
the Temple.

PASS word:—Solomon.

SACRED word:—L-,X.*.R.’.I.*., lettered.



KNIGHTS OF THE SUN 117

Twenty-eighth Degree, or imh

Knights ow the Sun. ri

SIGN, knights op THE SUN.
ill

1i3

Place the right hand tiat up-

on the heart, the thumb sepa-

rate, so as to form a square. i

luiil ^
1

^

ANSWER. ^ h
Raise the right hand, and

with the index, point to heaven. y
sign, Knights of Answer,

the Sun.

PREPARATION OP CANDIDATE.

Brother Truth prepares the candidate as follows: A
bandage over his eyes, a sword in Ids right hand; in-

vests Idni witli a ragged and bloody robe, puts a mask
on his face, fetters binding his arms, a crown on his

head, a purse in his left hand, etc.

TOKEN, knights OF THE
SUN.

Take in your hand those

of the brother and press

them gently; kiss him on

the forehead and say Al-

pha. He returns the kiss

and says Omega. But

this is not much used.

PASS word:—Stibium.

Token, Knighte of the Sun.Candidate.



118 KNIGHTS OF ST. ANDREW.

Twenty-ninth Degree, or Knights of St. Andrew,

First Sign, Knight
ot St. Andrew.

FIRST sign; that of earth.

Wipe your forehead with the back

of the fight hand, the head somewhat
inclined forward.

FIRST token.

Seize each successively the

first, then the second, and last-

ly the third joint of the other’s

index finger of the right hand,

each spelling alternately the

word of the first degree.

(Boaz.)

First Token, Knig'ht of St. Andrew.



KXlGilT.S <JF 8T. ANDREW,

‘-iud Sign, Water.

ijn

SECOND SH;N,*TIDCi ui’ v. ATi:i;.

Place the right hand upon the heart;

extend it horizontally at the height of

the breast; let it fall on the right side,

as if to salute with the hand.

SECOND TOKEN.

Seize each successively the first, then the second, and

lastly the third joint of the other’s middle finger, as

indicated for the index in the first token, each spelling

the sacred word of the second degree, (Shibboleth.) For

mode of givingit see page 184
,
Freemasonry Illustrated.

THIRD SIGN, THAT OF ASTONISHMENT AND
HORROR.

Turn the head to the left, looking down-

wards; raise both hands clasped to heaven, a

little towards the right.

feigp of Horror.



120 KNIGHTS OP ST, ANDREW.

Sign of Fire.

FOURTH SIGN, THAT OF FIRE.

Join both hands, the fingers inter-

laced and cover the eyes therewith,

the palms outwards.

ANSWER.

Give the sign of Air. Extend for-

ward the right arm and hand at the

height of the shoulder.

Answer to Sign of Fire.

THIRD TOKEN.

^eize each successively the index finger of the other’s

right hand by the first joint. Each pronounce alternately

one of the three syllables of the sacred word of the third

degree. (Mah-hah-bone.)



KNIGHTS OF ST. ANHKEW. 121

Sign of Admiratioo.

FIFTH SIGN, THAT OF ADMIRATION*

Raise the eyes and hands to heaven,

the left arm somewhat lower than

the right, the lieel of tlie left foot

slightly raised, so that the left knee

forms a square with the right leg.

SIXTH SIGN, THAT OF THE SITN.

Place the thumb of the right hand upon

the right eye; raise the index finger so as

to form a square, then bring it on a line,

as if to indicate an object in view, saying:

“I measure the sun itself.”

Sign of the Sun.



122 KKIGHTS OF vST. ANDREW.

SEVENTH sign; GENERAL SIGN.

Form, on the breast, a eross of St. Andrew
with the two arms, the hands upwards.

General Sign, Knight
of St. Andrew.

GENERAL TOKEN.

Seize one the last joint of the

index finger of the other’s right

hand; the first one says iVe, the

other ICa. Then seize the last

joint of the little finger; the first

one says the other, giving

the whole word, says Nekamah.

General Token, Knight ol
St. Andrew.

PASS WORDS.

Avdarel^ or Ardritl^ The Angel of Fire.

Ccmnaroiy or u it u

Talliudy or “ “ “ Water,

Furlac, or €c u it Earth.



aRANl) ELECT KNIGHT KADOSH,

Thirtieth Degree; Grand Elect Knight Kadosh, or

Knight of the White and Black Eagle.

Candidate Stabbing the Skulls,

SIGN OF KADOSH.

Place the riglit liand on the heart,

the fingers separated. Let tlie right

hand fall on the right knee. F5end and

grasp the knee; then seize the poniard,

which is suspended from the ribbon,

raise it to the height of the shoulder,

as if to strike, and say JSfekarn Adonai.

sign of Kadosh.



124 GKAND ELECT KKIGHT EADOSH.

Thirtieth Degree, or Grand Elect
Knight Kadosh.

SIGN OF ORDER.

Hold the sword in the left hand and

{dace the right hand extended over the

heart.

Sign of Order.
Knight Kadoeh.

TOKEN.
Place right foot to

right foot, and knee to

knee; present the right
first, the thumb elevat-

ed, seize the thumb al-

ternately, let it slip and
step back a pace, then
raise the arm as if to

strike with the poniard.
In doing this the first

says, Nekamah healmi^

and the other answers,
Pharash-kol.

PASS avord:

—

To enter,

answer:— that is Consolator* To retire,

Phaal-koL
AN sWER :

—

-Pharash-koh .

SACRED word:

—

Nekamak-healmi.
answer:—Pharah-koh; but more generally, Nekaw-

Aclonai,

answer:—Pharash-koL

'Poken, Knight Kadosh, Second Position.



GltA^D INSPECTOH, INQUISITOK COMMaJ^DEK. 125

FIRST SICTN.

Cross both hands, bring them to the

navel, thumbs crossing each other, and

say Justice.

First Sign,

ANSWERING SIGN.

’Cross both arms above your head, right

outside, })alms outward, and say Equity.

Answering Sign.

TOKEN, GRAND INSPFX^TOR INQUISITOR

COMMANDER.

Place right foot to right foot, and

right knee to right knee, take each

other by the left hand, aikI with the

right hand strike a gentle blow on the

other’s right shoulder.

SACKED word:—Oiic says Justice,

the other answers Equity. Both to-

gether say, So mote it be.

Token,



126 SUBLIME PKINCEOF THE ROYAL SECRET.

SIGN.

Place the right hand open on the

heart; extend it forward, the palm
downwards and then let it fall by the

right side.
*

Token, Sublime Prince of the Royal
Secret, l?t Position.

Sign, Sublime Prince of
the Royal Secret.

TOKEN.

Seize the sword with the

right hand; unsheath it and
carry it up to the right side,

the hilt resting on the right

hip, the point upwards.
Place the right foot behind

the left, so as to form a square, leaving

a small distance between the feet thus

arranged. Raise the left arm, the hand

open and extended, as if to repulse an

attack Seize each other’s left hand,

the fingers interlaced. Tiien draw close

to each other and embrace. One says

Hochmah, (that is wisdom or philoso-

phy,) and the other answers Tsedakah^

that is, truth, justice and equity. (In

some rituals these two words are said

to be the sacred and pass of the degree.)

Token, 2nd Position.
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Thity-third Degree, op. Sovereign Grand Inspector
General.

PREPARATION OF CANDIDATE, SOV-

EREIGN GRAND INSPECTOR GENERAL.

The candidate is prepared hy be-

ing divested of his shoes and hat;

clothed in a black robe without

sword orregalia; a lighted taper in

his right liand a^^d a black cable tow
around his neck, the ends of which
are held by the Illustrious Grand
Master General of Ceremonies at

the proper time. The Illustrious

Grand Marshal retires to the Cham-
ber of Reflection, and
all being ready he

strikes on the door of

the Council Chamber.
Preparation of Candidate,

33rd Degree.

Skeleton Seizing Candidate w hen
Taking Oath 33rd.

SIGN OF ORDER.

Left hand
over the
heart,Angers
extend’d and
close togeth-

er.

Sign of Order.

PENALTY, 33d DEGREE.

And should I knowingly
or willfully violate the

same,may this wine I nrw
drink, become a deadly

poison to me, as the hem-
lock juice drank by Soc-

rates. (Drinks wine out of

skull.) And may these

cold arms forever encircle

me. Amen. (Skeleton’s

arms enfold him.)



128 SOVEREIGN GRAND INSPECTOR GENERAL,

FIRST SIGN.

Kneel on the left

knee, cross the arms
over the breast, then
draw the sword,
hold the point in the
left hand and cross

it with that of th«
opposite Inspector
and give the First Sign, S. Q, 1. Q.

Mrst J^ass .“De Molay.’*

Answer—“Hiram Abiff.”

Second Pass “Frederick.**

Answer—“Of Prussia.**

SECOND SIGN.

Disengage swords, retain point in left

hand, fall on both knees, kiss blade three

times and give the

Sacred Words—^^Micha, Macha^ Bea-

lirn^ Adonaiy

“Who is like unto Thee, oh God.*’

Second Sign.
.

SIGN OF ENTRANCE.

Cross the arms on the breast^ tht

bowed down.

Battery, 00000 000 0 00.

Sign of Entrance.
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SECRET SOCIETY
RITUALS

Free Masonry
EXPLANATIOX.
The first three degrees, as published in “Ronayne's Hand

Book,” termed the Blue Bodge Degrees, are common to
all the Rites. The Scotch Rite exclusively covers 30 De-
grees (4th to 33d inclusive). Blue Lodge and Bhapter, 7

Deg., or “Free IMasonry Illustrated” 7 Degrees and “Knight
Templarism Illustrated” 6 Degrees include the entire
“York Rite’ ’or “American Rite” Degrees. The York and
Scotch rites are the leading Masonic Rites.

HAND BOOK OF ITIEE 3IASOXRY;
By Edmond Ronayne, Past Master of

Keystone Lodge, No. 6 3 9, Chicago. Latest
Revised Edition, with portraits enlarged
to 28 4 iiages, 85 illustrations.

I*ai)or cover, pocket size ,$ .75
Flexible cloth “ gilt top.... 1.25

This work gives the correct or “Stand-
ard” work and ritual of IMasonry; the
proper position of each officer in the
Imdge room, order of opening and closing
the Lodge, dress of candidate, ceremony
of initiation, the correct method of con-

ferring the three degrees of “Ancient Craft IMasonry,” En-
tered Apprentice, Fellow Craft and Master IMason, the
proper manner of conducting the business of the Lodge,
and giving the signs, grips, pass-words, etc., all of which
are

Accurately Illustrated With 85 Engravings.
The oaths, obligations and lectures are quoted verbatim

and can be relied upon as correct. In short, it is a com-
plete and accurate Lodge manual. The high standing of
Mr. Ronayne in the fraternity; his popularity and success
as a teacher and lecturer in the lodge, together with testi-

mony of high Masonic authority, leaves no doubt of the

EZRA A. COOK, Publisher
(Incorporated)

26 E. Van Buren St. Chicago



accuracy of this work. It contains the written and the
•‘unwritten” work. No higher proof of the accuracy and
reliability of this ritual could be given, than that it is

U.sed Extensively in the Eotlges by Officials

as a guide to the ceremonies, members of the fraternity
use it to refresh their memories on the lectures and cere-
monies, in short it is the ‘‘Blue Lodge Complete.” Sent
securely wrapped on receipt of price.

BLUE LODGE AND CHAPTER.
By Edmond Ronayne. Bound in fine Cloth, 604 pages.

,

Price $1.50
This book comprises the Hand Book of Free Masonry,

which gives the written and the ‘‘unwritten” work of the
three degrees of Blue Lodge Masonry, and the complete
work of the four degrees of Chapter Masonry, including
the Royal Arch degree. This makes a compact, handy
and economical volume.

REVISED ILLIA^OIS FREEMASONRY, ILL D.
The complete and accurate ritual of the First Seven Ma-

sonic Degrees of the Blue Lodge and Chapter, by a Past
High Priest, Avith all Monitorial and Scripture Readings
and the Secret Work fully illustrated. The exact Illinois

“Work.” Nearly 4 00 foot-notes from the highest Masonic
authorities. Complete work of 640 pages, the First Seven
Degrees comprising the Blue Lodge and the Chapter De-
grees. Cloth $1.50

First .3 degrees, cloth 1.25

KEnSED FREE^L\SONRY ILLUSTRATED.
The complete and accurate ritual of the- First Seven

Masonic Degrees of the Blue Lodge and Chapter, by Ja-
cob O. Doesburg, Past Master of Unity Lodge. Hollan;!.
Michigan, a Royal Arch Mason, with full Monitorial and
Scripture readings and the Secret Work profusely illus-

trated. The exact Michigan ‘‘Work,” Avith a Historical
Sketch of the Order and a critical analysis of each degree
by President J. Blanchard. Also the legal attestation cf
the accuracy of the ritual by the author and others.

Paper cover, $1.25; cloth, $1.50; First Three Degrees,
paper, 75c; cloth, $1.25.

STANDARD FREEMASONRY ILLUSTRATED.
The complete and accurate ritual of the First Se\"en

Masonic Degrees of the Blue Lodge and Chapter, by a
Past High Priest, Avith all Monitorial and Scripture Read-
ings and the Secret Work fully illustrated. Nearly 4 00
foot-notes from the highest Masonic authorities. Com-

EZRA A. COOK, Publisher
(Incorporated)

26 E. Van Buren St. Chicago



plete work of 640 pages, the First Seven degrees compria-
ing the Blue Lodge and the Chapter Degrees.

This book gives the “work” of the following twenty-six
states

:

Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Alaska, Colorado, Connect-
icut. Delaware. Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa,
Oklahoma, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, IMontana, Ne-
braska, New Mexico, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Caro-
lina, Texas, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, Ontario, and
Canada.

Cloth SI.50. Fir.st decrees, ])apei* cover 75c;
ch'th 81.25.

THE PIASTER’S CARPET;

MAH-HAH

By Edmond Ronayne, Past Master of Key-
stone Lodge, No. 6.‘19, Chicago. The work con-
tains 4 06 pages, illustrated with 5 0 engravings,
and is substantially bound in cloth.

I^rice, 90 cents.

Explains the true source and meaning of

every ceremony and sj’mbol of the Blue Lodge,
showing the l)asis on which the ritual is

founded. By a careful perusal of this work, a
more thorough knowledge of the principles of

the order can be obtained than by attending
the Lodge for years. Every JMason, every per-

son contemplating l^ecoming a member, ai.d

eA'en those who are indifferent on the subject,

should procure and carefully read this work.
-BONE;
By Edmond Ronayne. Bound in fine cloth,

690 pages, 1.35 illustrations. I*ricc $1..50.

Compi'ises the “Hand Book of Free i\Ia-

sonry,” “Master’s Carpet,” in one volume.
The value and convenience of this comltined

Imok will be seen at once. As the Master’s

Carpet frequenth' refers by foot notes to the-

Hand Book, and the Hand Book as frequently

refers to the “Carpet,” l:y having both books
under one cover, reference can be made in an
instant. It is cheaper; as the Carpet at 9 0c

and the Hand i^uuk at $1.25 would make
.$2.15, while the combined book sells in fine

cloth binding at 81.50.

EZRA A. COOK, Publisher
(Incorporated)

26 E. Van Buren St. Chicago



CHAPTER DEGREES;
By Edmond Ronayne, Past Master of Key-

stone Lodge, No. 6 3 9, Chicago; Ex-Member
of the Grand Lodge of Illinois, 312 pp.
Paper, 75c, cloth,

Ihrice $1.25.

This book gives the opening, closing,

secret work and lectures of the Mark Mas-
ter, Past Master, Most Excellent Master and
Royal Arch Degrees, as set forth by the
General Grand Royal Chapter of the United
States of America. Completely illustrated

with diagrams, figures and illustrations. It

gives the correct method of conferring the
degrees and the proper manner of conduct-
ing the business of the Lodge. The “secret

vmrk“ is given in full, including the oaths, obligations,

signs, grips and pass-words. All of which are correct and
can be relied upon. The accuracy of this work has been
attested by high and unimpeachable Masonic authority.

CHAPTER MASONRA^ ILLUSTRATED.
By Jacob O. Doesburg. The 4th to 7th degrees inclusive.

Cloth, $1.00

SCOTCH RITE MASONRY ILLUSTRATED.
The Complete Ritual of the Scottish Rite; 4th to 33rd

Degrees inclusive, by a Sovereign Grand Commander
Profusely illustrated. The first Chapter is devoted to an
Historical Sketch of the Rite, by President Blanchard, of
Wheaton College, who also furnishes the Introduction and
Analysis of the character of each degree. Over Four Hun-
dred accurate quotations from the highest Masonic au-
thorities (Three Hundred and Ninety-Nine of them foot-
notes) show the character and object of these degrees
and also afford incontrovertible proof of the correctness of
the Ritual. The work is issued in two volumes and com-
prises 1,03 8 pages. Per set (2 vols).

Cloth, .$3.00; paper cover, $2.00.

Explanatory.—Freemasonry illustrated and Knight Tem-
plarism illustrated give the 13 degrees of the York Rite,
and there are 3 3 degrees in the Scottish Rite. But the
first three degrees, as given in the first part of Free Ma-
sonry Illustrated, belong to both Rites. So these books
give 4 3 different degrees (no duplicates).

EZRA A. COOK, Publisher
(IncorporatedJ

26 E. Van Buren St. Chicago



KNIGHT TEMl^LARISM ILLUSTRATED.
A full illustrated ritual of the six degrees of the Council

and Commandery, comprising the degrees of Royal Mas-
ter, Select Master, Super-Excellent Master, Knight of the
Red Cross, Knight Templar and Knight of Malta. A
book of 341 pages.

Paper covers, 75 cents; Cloth, $1.50.

THE MYSTIC SHRINE ILLUSTRATED.

Revised and enlarged edition
^

A
Ritual of the Nobles of the Mystic bhiint.

Masonic degree conferred only on Knights Tempiar and

on Thirty-two degree Masons
Edition,

paper cover, 4« cents; Cloth,
V’ "^cc.u; ^1.:

ADOPTIVE 3LVSONRY ILLUSTRATED.

A full and complete ritual of the
dl^^rees

Ladies’ Degrees, by Thomas Lowe, comprising the

of Jephthah-s Daughter, Kuth Esther,
De,!reV

and known as the Daugntei

Wife's Degree, Sister's Degree and the

l»ai)cr cover, 50 cents; Cloth, < euis.

MASONIC OATHS;
^ ^

By Edmond Ronayne, Past Master of Keystone Lodge,.

No, 63 9, Chicago, 183 pages. Paper cover, price 50 cents.,

A masterly discussion of the Oaths of the iNIasonic Lodge,,

illustrating every sign, grip and ceremony of the Masonie

Lodge. This work is highly commended by leading lec«

tnrers as furnishing the best arguments on the character

of Masonic obligations of any book in print.

FREE MASONRY AT A GLANCE;
By Edmond Ronayne, Past Master Keystone Lodge,

No. 6 3 9, Chicago, 3 2 pages. Price, postpaid, 15 cents. It

illustrates every sign, grip and ceremony of the first

three degrees, and gives a brief explanation of each.

FREE>L\SONRY^ EXPOSED.
By Captain William Morgan. The genuine old IMorgan

book repulilished with engravings showing the Lodge-
room, dress of candidates, signs, due guards, grips, etc.

Also portrait of the author and engraving of the monu-

EZRA A. COOK, Publisher
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fnent erected to his memory at Batavia, N. Y., in 1882,
by over two thousand contributors.

Paper cover, 25 cents; Cloth, 50 cents.

CONFESSION OF THE MURDER OF MORGAN.
In this Confession Henry L. Valance says that he was one

of the three chosen by lot to drown Capt. Wm. Morgan in
the Niagara River for exposing Free Masonry.

Paper cover, 10 cents each.

HISTORY OF THE ABDUCTION AND MURDER OF
“Capt Wm. Morgan." As prepared by seven committees

of citizens, appointed to ascertain the fate of Morgan.
This book contains indisputable legal evidence that Free
Masons abducted and murdered Wm. Morgan, for no other
offense than the revelation of Masonry. Price 25 cents.

THREE MASTER MASONS.
Library size, 400 pages, blue and gold; 126 questions

answered, showing the lost or hidden language of the
emblem. By Milton A. Pottenger, 32°. Endorsed by the
highest Masonic authority.

Price, Post Paid, $2.00.

“SYMBOLISM”;
By Milton A. Pottenger, 3 2°. A book for Masons. A

treatise on the soul of things. A pack of playing cards
or book of fifty-two, an ancient Masonic Bible. . The
United States, a Masonic nation, whose birth, duty and
destiny is prophesied and read in this book of ancient
wisdom.

“Symbolism” throws a great light upon the hidden
meaning and teachings of Masonic emblems. No officer

or student of Masonry can afford to be without it. Every
page full of wonders to the Mason. It is difficult for the
American citizen to believe that there ever was a time
when to be educated was to be a criminal. However,
when one stops to realize that Monarchial forms of gov-
ernment are created, maintained and perpetuated by ig-

norance, superstition and intolerance, the Mason of
high degree especially can see why education might be-
come criminal.

EZRA A. COOK, Publisher
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“Symbolism,” a large, 7 x 10 book, 250 yages, liand-

somely bound, deals with many Masonic symbols and
emblems, and more especially the “Playthings” of Ma-
sonry, showing all the secrets locked up in playing cards,

etc. Profusely illustrated.

I’rice, Post Paid. $5.00.

Miscellaneous Masonic
I IXXEY ox 3IASOXKY.
The character, claims and practical workings of Free

Masonry. By President Charles G. Finney, of Oherlin
College. President Finney was a “l)right Mason” l>ut left

the lodge when he became a Christian. This book has
opened the eyes of multitudes.

Cloth, 75 cents; Paper cover. 50 cents.

ECCE OKIEXTI.
The Complete Standard Ritual of the First Three IMa-

sonic De.grees in Cypher, with complete Floor Charts of

Initiating, Passing and Raising- a Candidate. Special edi-

tions gi^e exact “work” of each State. Pocket size, Full
Roan, Flap : $2.51)

Cabala—Standard cypher 4th to 7th degrees $ 2.51)

Council of th.e Orient, cypher 8th to 10th degrees.... 2.5l>

Knigiits of the Orient, cypher 11th to 13th degrees.. 2.50

Khdiardson’s Monitor of Freemasonry, paper 7 5

cents' cloth 1.25

Lester's Look to the East, cloth 2.01)

.Mlyn's Ritual, cloth /. 5.00

Duncan'.s Masonic* Ritual and Monitor, cloth 2.50

Maekc'y's Masonic Ritualist, tuck l.Ot)

Sickles' Masonic Moniloi*, tuck 1.50

Mackey's Encyclopedia £2 vols.

)

12.00

EZRA A. COOK, Publisher
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The Standard Monitor.

Edward Cook (Not our publication). Leather, 50 cents.

REVISED ODD-FELLOW SHIP ILLUSTRATED.

The complete revised ritual of the Lodge, Encampment
and Rebekah (ladies') degree. By a Past Grand Patriarch.

Profusely illustrated and guaranteed to be strictly ac-

curate, with the sketch of the origin, history and character

of the order. Over one hundred foot note quotations

from standard authorities, showing the character and

teachings of the order and an analysis of each degree by

President J. Blanchard. This book contains an exact copy

of the late official “Charge Books” issued by the Sovereign

Grand Lodge, with the secret work accurately given and
profusely illustrated. In use all o\'er America.

REA ISED KEBEKAII RITUAL ILLUSTRATED.

Revised and Amended Official “Ritual for Rebekah
Lodges. Published by the Sovereign Grand Lodge, I. O. O.

F.,” with the Unwritten (secret) work added and the

official “Ceremonies of Instituting Rebekah Lodges and
Installation of Officers of Rebekah Lodges.”

PATRIARCHS MILITANT ILLUSTRATED.
Adopted by the Sovereign Grand Lodge of the Independ-

ent Order of Odd-Fellows in September, 1885. An accur-
ate copy of the Charge Book furnished by the Sovereign
Grand Lodge, with the eighteen Military Diagrams and
the Unwritten (Secret) AYork added.

Odd-Fellowship

Paper covers, $1.00; Cloth, $1.50.

Price paper covers, 45 cents; Cloth, 75 cents.

Paper cover, 35 cents each.
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other Secret Society
Rituals

REVISKD RMGHTS OF PYTHIAS ILL.USTKATK1).
By a Past Chancellor. A full illustrated exposition of

the three ranks of the order, with the addition of the
“Amended, Perfected and Amplified Third Rank.” An
exact copy of the Official Ritual “adopted by the Supreme
Lodge, August 29, 1802, P. P. XXIX.” With the secret
work added. The lodge-room, signs, counter-signs, grips,
etc., are shown by engravings.

Cloth, 75 cents; Paper, 45 cents each.

REVISED RITUAL UNIFORM RANK, K. OF P.

Exact Copy of the Official Ritual Uniform Rank Knights
of Pythias, authorized by Supreme Lodge Knights of
Pythias of the World, with Secret Work added. Fully
illustrated. Paper cover, 35 cents.

KNIGHTS OF THE ORIENT ILLUSTRATED.
The full Illustrated Ritual of Ancient Order of the

Orient, or the Oriental degree. This is a side degree,
conferred mostly in Knights of Pythias Lodges.

Paper cover, price 25 cents each.

SECRET SOCIETIES ILLUSTRATED.
Containing the signs, grips, pass-words, emblems, etc.,

of Free Masonry (Blue Lodge to the Fourteenth degree of

the York rite). Adoptive Masonry, Revised Odd-Fellowship,
Good Templarism, the Temple of Honor, the United Sons
of Industry, Knights of Pythias and the Grange, with affi-

davits, etc. Over 250 cuts, 99 pages.

Paper covers, 35 cents each.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA ILLUSTRATED.
Complete Revised Official Ritual of the Beneficiary and

PVaternal Degrees, with Unwritten or Secret Work, In-

stallation, Funeral Ceremonies, Odes and Hymns.

Paper covers, price 45 cents.

RED MEN ILLUSTRATED.
The Complete Illustrated Ritual of the Improved Order

of Red Men, comprising the Adoption Degree, Hunter’s

Warrior’s Decree, and Chief’s Degree, with the

Odes, etc. Cloth, 75 cents; Paper cover, 45 cents,

KNIGHTS OF THE MACCABEES ILLUSTRATED.
Complete Illustrated Ritual of Order, with Unwritten

Work, Paper covers, price 45 cents.
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THE FORESTERS ILLUSTRATED.
The Complete Illustrated Ritual with Installation Cere-

monies. Paper cover, 35 cents each.
TEMPLE OF HOXOR ILLUSTRATED.
A full and complete illustrated ritual of “The Templars

of Honor and Temperance,” commonly called the Temple
of Honor. An historical sketch of the order and an
analysis of its character. A complete exposition of the
subordinate Temple, and the degrees of Love, Purity and
Fidelity, by a Templar of Fidelity and Past Worthy Chief
Templar. Paper covers, price 35 cents each.
EXPOSITION OF THE GRANGE.

Edited by Rev. A. W. Geeslin. Illustrated with engrav-
ings, showing lodge-room, signs, signals, etc.

Paper 35 cents; Cloth, 75 cents.

GOOD TEMPLARISM ILLUSTRATED.
A full and accurate exposition of the degrees of the

Lodge, Temple and Council, with engravings showing the
signs, grips, etc. Paper covei*s. 35 cents.

RITUAL KNIGHTS OF LABOR ILLUSTRATED.
The complete illustrated Ritual of the Order, including

the “Unwritten ^^'ork,” and a brief history of the Order;
also an article on Anarchism by John Farwell, etc.

Paper covers, 35 cents.

ENCAMPMENT DEGREES RITUAL.
The revised ritual of the Patriarchial, Golden Rule and

Royal Purple degrees, with charts and illustrations.

Paper covers, price 35 cents.

UNITED SONS OF INDUSTRA" ILLUSTRATED.
A full and complete illustrated ritual of the secret

pass-words, etc. Paper covers, price 25 c('uts.

IMPORTANT INFORAIATION—HOAV TO ORDER.
Always remit the full amount for ypur order by Bank

Draft on Chicago or New York, Post-Office or Express
kloney Order; or enclose currency or stamps in a Reg-
istered Letter (do not send Coin if you can avoid it).

Please do not send personal checks; if sent, add 10 cents
for exchange.

Small orders will be sent by Registered 3Iail or Insured
Parcel Post if 10 cents extra is remitted with order, and
delivery of books, in good order, is then Guaranteed.

State Binding and Price of Each book ordered.

Terms: Cash AAJth Order.
AA'rite your name and post-office address Plainly and In

Full, giving street address.
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Knights of Columbus
ILLUSTRATED

A COMPLETE RITUAL AND HISTORY OF
THE FIRST THREE DEGREES, INCLUDING
ALL SECRET “WORK”, FULLY

I
ILLUS-

TRATED, BY A FORMER MEMBER OF
THE ORDER.

This work gives the proper position of each

officer during the meetings, the proper manner
of conducting the business of the Knights of

Columbus, order of opening and closing of the

Lodge, dress of candidates, ceremony of initia-

tion; giving the signs, grips, pass words, etc.

EZRA A. COOK, Publisher

26 E. VAN BUREN ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

Convenient pocket size.

Paper Covers

Cloth

$ .75

1.00
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ELKS
AN AUTHENTIC HISTORY OF THE
BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE
ORDER OF ELKS. By Chas. Edward Ellis

Royal 8vo., decorated cloth, gilt top,

473 pages, colored frontispiece, numerous

portraits. Originally published at $5.00.

$3.»o

This work contains chapters on Trans-

Atlantic History; Formation of the ‘‘Jolly Corks’’;

The Birth and Rise of the B. and P. O. of Elks;

First Ten Lodges; The American Elk; Origin of

the Motto etc., with beautiful color plates of

the Forget-me-not (flower of the Elks); The

American Elk; the Elks Colors; also contains

tables showing the growth of the Order.
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